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ABSTRACT
In organic photovoltaic (OPV) devices, the outer interface structures are crucial in
establishing the environment to which charge collection efficiency is keenly sensitive.
These outer structures consist of both the physical electrodes and the subsequent
electrode contacts formed by integrating electrodes with photoactive materials. Currently,
fundamental understanding and strict control of contact effects within OPVs is
insufficient.

This dissertation is a compilation of this author’s research devoted to

understanding, modifying, characterizing, and controlling contact effects in OPVs.
An overview of the role of electrodes and electrode contacts in OPVs is presented
in the Introduction (Chapter 1). The following three chapters each embody a fulfilled
research project focusing on a specific aspect of the roles and impacts of electrodes and
contacts in OPVs. Chapter 2 presents the work of a modeling study on the impacts of
electrical surface heterogeneity on OPV performance and establishes guidelines for
acceptable degrees of surface electrical heterogeneity. Chapter 3 explores the use of
electrochemically deposited and doped conductive polymers as interlayers for OPVs.
Chapter 4 utilizes metal-insulator-semiconductor capacitor (MIS-C) structures as a
unique platform for isolating the role of electrodes and contacts in facilitating deleterious
non-ideal injection and transport pathways in OPVs. The Conclusion (Chapter 5) presents
the author’s suggestions for future studies involving electrodes and electrode contacts in
OPVs.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
Background: Why Organic-based Photovoltaics?
Solar energy conversion is a rational option for providing some fraction of the
ever increasing energy demands of the world. Photovoltaics (PVs) represent one type of
solar energy conversion system, which function by converting a portion of the incident
electromagnetic radiation emitted by the sun into electrical power.1 To date, practical
photovoltaic systems have predominantly utilized inorganic material sets, typically
silicon-based.2
From a purely technical perspective, silicon-based PVs are a compelling solution
as solar energy conversion systems.1-3 Crystalline silicon possesses a nearly ideal optical
bandgap of ca. 1.1 eV and thus can theoretically achieve a power conversion efficiency of
29 %.4 As described by Shockley and Queisser, this approaches the maximum theoretical
limit of 33.7 % which could be achieved by a material possessing a bandgap of 1.34 eV. 4
Additionally, silicon-based photovoltaic research and manufacturing can leverage the
prodigious infrastructure and knowledge base generated by the microelectronics industry
over the past 60 years. Thus silicon PVs can be processed with the necessary atomiclevel control to yield solar energy conversion systems approaching their theoretical limits
and function continuously in atmospheric conditions for durations greater than 25 years.1
From an economic perspective, silicon-based PVs are currently not ideal
solutions.2

While silicon is an abundant material, the processing energy and

manufacturing costs required to achieve sufficient purity and morphology is prohibitive,
currently no less than 120 kWh-kg-1 of energy is required to process PV-grade silicon.2
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While silicon processing continues to improve and costs continue to decline, the rate of
decline has leveled off and thus there is concern that silicon processing will never be able
to achieve sufficiently low costs as the primary material for solar energy conversion.2
In response to this concern, alternative architectures for solar energy conversion
systems, such as solar thermal,5 thermoelectric,6 nanoantennas,7 and organic-based
photovoltaics, are all being pursued.

The global need for efficient solar energy

conversion is enormous and thus all potential solutions need to be considered, but this
dissertation focuses exclusively on organic photovoltaic (OPV) systems.
The basis for considering organic-based materials for photovoltaic systems is
rooted in their potential to reduce the overall production cost of solar energy conversion.8
Organic-based molecular solids can possess high absorption coefficients (>106 cm-1, ~2
orders of magnitude greater than that of silicon) which significantly reduces the thickness
of films necessary for absorption of a majority of the incident solar radiation.9 Organicbased thin-films, as little as 100 nm thick, can absorb as much as 90% of the incident
solar energy near wavelengths of maximum absorption.9 Such thin films permit a square
meter of organic-based PVs to be fabricated using as little as 100 milligrams of organic
material (ca. 4 orders of magnitude less than current silicon-based PV systems).8
Organic-based materials currently being utilized for solar energy conversion, are
typically described as van der Waals solids; molecular films characterized by strong
intramolecular interactions and weak intermolecular interactions. Use of thin van der
Waals films, in contrast to the traditional thicker and covalently bonded atomic
crystalline silicon films, are far more elastic. This flexibility is significant for overall
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module costs by permitting the use of less rigid and less expensive plastic based
substrates. Use of organic molecules is also attractive due to the vast organic-based
synthetic knowledge base. Organic-based OPV materials are thus amenable to precise
tuning of their optical and electrical properties by addition and/or alteration of various
functional groups. Such synthetic flexibility facilitates solution processable OPVs, a
feature deemed highly desirable, and possibly essential, for achieving low-cost and mass
producible solar energy conversion systems.
Unfortunately, typical organic-based OPV materials, henceforth referred to as
organic semiconductors, also demonstrate many impediments for achieving necessarily
efficient and robust solar energy conversion systems.

While every organic

semiconductor possesses its own unique features and problems, the fundamental
shortcomings of OPV relevant organic semiconductors are reflected by relatively short
excitonic diffusion lengths, poor charge carrier mobility and electrical conductivity, and
instability to environmental conditions.10,11

This dissertation assumes a cursory

understanding of both semiconductor and PV physics, and thus in lieu of re-creating
another summary, many fine discourses already available are suggested here.1,3,10,12,13
Background: Photovoltaic Solar Energy Conversion
As illustrated in Figure 1.1A, the fundamental objective of any PV solar energy
conversion system is to utilize incident solar radiation to facilitate a net extraction of
electrons from the PV system at one electrode poised at a greater electrochemical
potential ( μe- ) than another electrode at which a net injection of electrons occurs; i.e.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of the PV solar energy conversion process A) illustration of the necessary and
desirable processes involved in PV solar energy conversion where photoexcited electrons are collected with
a higher electrochemical potential than they are returned: utilizing this excess energy to do electric work B)
in addition to the desirable processes (yellow stars), competing and undesirable processes also exist in any
realized PVs which reduce their power conversion efficiency C) illustration of selectively permeable
membrane functionality at electrode contacts in order to minimize the impact of the undesirable processes
(red crosses) while facilitating the desirable processes.
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externally utilize the excess electrochemical potential of the PV, induced by the optical
excitation, to do electric work. The difference in μe- between the two electrodes at
which the net electron extraction and injection processes occurs reflects the maximum
quantity of reversible electric work that can obtained from a single extraction-injection
cycle; and electric power corresponds to the rate at which the extraction-injection cycles
occur. An external “power supply” is the typical implement for achieving a desired
difference in μe- between the two electrodes.

The fundamental processes involved in

PV solar energy conversion are illustrated in Figure 1.1A for an ideal system solely
composed of a light absorbing material sandwiched between a pair of electrodes.14 In this
example the electrodes are transparent and perfect electrical conductors.

They are

necessary to facilitate collection and injection of charge carriers, and function as conduits
for external electric power transfer between the photoactive components of the PV and an
external system (e.g. light bulb, battery).

In this idealized example, photoexcited

electrons are exclusively collected (i.e. selectively collected) by the electrode on the right
side of Figure 1.1A and, in order to maintain mass balance, injected exclusively by the
electrode on the left side of Figure 1.1A.
While various organic-based architectures for solar energy conversion exist (e.g.
planar heterojunction, blended/bulk heterojunction, extremely thin layer, etc.), for the
purpose of this discussion it is noted that the role of the photoactive material, regardless
of architecture, is simply to convert incident solar energy into anion and cation molecular
radicals. This is what is implied in Figure 1.1 where the incident solar radiation is
illustrated as inducing both negatively and positively charged particles throughout the
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bulk. It is acknowledged that this process is non-trivial, but is also not the focus of the
work performed for this dissertation.

Thus for the purpose of this discussion this

simplification will be seen to be sufficient. Figure 1.2 illustrates this process utilizing
copper phthalocyanine donor species and fullerene C60 acceptor species.
In contrast to Figure 1.1A, where only desirable processes are illustrated, Figure
1.1B includes additional undesirable and competing processes that occur in all real PV
systems.

These additional processes all function to reduce the power conversion

efficiency of a PV.

Any process which lowers the net rate at which photoexcited

electrons are collected at the right electrode and injected by the left electrode lowers the
efficiency of the PV system.

As illustrated in Figure 1.1B, exciton recombination

represents one competing process. Typical exciton lifetimes in OPV relevant materials
are on the order of 1 ns,10 implying that the photoexcited electron must be collected, or at
least separated from the corresponding hole, rapidly in order to avoid recombination.
Non-selective charge collection and injection are two additional processes, also
illustrated in Figure 1.1B, that are detrimental to PV efficiency.

Collection of a

photoexcited electron by the electrode on the left, or injection of an electron by the
electrode on the right, oppose the desirable collection-injection process and thus reduce
the net rate.
In order to achieve even some degree of the ideal situation depicted in Figure
1.1A, a PV system must possess “selectively permeable membrane” functionality3,14 as
illustrated in Figure 1.1C. Selectively permeable membrane functionality in a PV system
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Figure 1.2: Summarizing the role of organic-based photoactive materials, independent of architecture. A)
Where it is simply considered as a material which converts incident solar radiation into anion and cation
radicals. A molecular perspective of this process utilizing prototypical copper phthalocyanine donor and
fullerene C60 acceptor molecules is depicted where B) reflects the ground state, C) reflects the Frenkel
excitonic state of the donor species subsequent to absorption of a photon, and D) reflects the anion and
cation radicals generated upon successful electron transfer from the excited donor species to the anion
species.
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would simultaneously i) selectively enable transport of electrons towards one electrode
and holes towards a separate electrode, ii) selectively enable collection of electrons at one
electrode and holes at a separate electrode, iii) facilitate the separation, and maintain the
separation, of holes and electrons to abate internal recombination, and iv) selectively
inhibit injection of electrons at the desired electron collecting electrode and injection of
holes at the desired hole collecting electrode. In other words, selectively permeable
membrane functionality facilitates the desirable processes depicted in Figure 1.1A and
mitigates the rates of the undesirable processes illustrated in Figure 1.1B. Characteristic
of organic-based PV systems, a significant fraction of the selectively permeable
membrane functionality is achieved by the choice of electrode materials and properties of
the electrode contacts formed.15,16 Figure 1.1 essentially summarizes the entire scope of
the research conducted for this dissertation: utilize electrode contacts to optimize the rates
and efficiency of the desirable processes while concurrently identifying and minimizing
the impact of the undesirable competing processes. Thus the next three chapters each
detail a specific project embarked upon in order to understand, modify, and enhance the
role of electrodes and electrode contacts in this selectively permeable membrane
functionality for OPVs.
Overview of Electrode Contacts
A short aside is presented here in order to clarify the author’s use of the terms
“electrode” and “electrode contact” (or simply “contact” henceforth). An electrode is a
standalone entity and can be described by various physical properties (e.g. work function,
conductivity, transparency, etc.). In contrast, a “contact” requires the existence of at least
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one other phase in addition to the electrode. Thus the term “contact” refers specifically to
the interface, or interphase region,17 which evolve when an electrode is physically
contacted by another phase of material (e.g. typically a photoactive donor or acceptor
material in an OPV). Hence the contact is described as an interphase because it possesses
properties unique from either the bulk of the electrode or the adjacent photoactive
material.17 While electrode and organic semiconductors possess characteristic physical
properties (e.g. chemical potentials, electrical properties, etc.), it is frequently the in situ
properties of the contacts formed by the electrodes and adjacent photoactive materials
which dominate the behavior of the entire system.16 In this work the roles of electrodes
and contacts will be demonstrated as critical to OPV operation; able to either
significantly enhance or degrade OPV device performance and essential for achieving the
necessary selectively permeable membrane functionality introduced above.
Electrodes, and thus electrical contacts, have been utilized in various forms
literally for centuries18 and the microelectronics industry has even established protocols
for achieving Ohmic contacts (i.e. contacts which enable systems to attain electrical
current densities limited by intrinsic properties of the material and not limited by the
contacts);12 so why are contacts in OPVs special?

And what are the fundamental

challenges for achieving sufficient contacts in OPVs? In this section, these fundamental
questions are addressed at a high level in order establish the basis for this, and future,
research.

In essence, forming a contact by attaching an electrode to an organic

semiconductor is a trivial matter, but achieving a “good” contact, one which facilitates
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facile charge transport through it while also preserving the desirable properties of both
the electrode and adjacent photoactive materials, is truly challenging.
The challenges associated with achieving sufficient contacts between electrodes
and insulator-like organic semiconductors has been acknowledged for some time. In
their seminal text, ‘Current Injection In Solids’19 published over 40 years ago, Lampert
and Marks present a still-relevant perspective of the challenge where they write: “ The
usual sketching of schematic energy-band diagrams might suggest that the contact
problem is a relatively simple, straightforward one. In practice the problem of fabricating
a suitable injecting contact is more often than not a difficult one. Frequently, a not
insignificant portion of a research program on the electronic properties of an insulator is
spent solving, or trying to solve, the contact problem. The technology of contacts is in a
primitive state and the “science” of contacts likewise.”…”In principle, the photon or
electron bombardment technique for “generating” the contact circumvents the untidy
difficulties of chemistry and metallurgy.”

Unfortunately, the “untidy chemistry” of

contacts cannot be avoided if OPVs are to ever achieve sufficient performance.
The OPV design process typically begins with the selection of a set of photoactive
materials based on favorable characteristics they possess for solar energy conversion:
high absorption coefficient, suitable processability, long exciton diffusion lengths,
etc.10,11 Likewise, electrode materials are also selected based on favorable characteristics
they possess: transparency, conductivity, surface energy, work function, etc.16,20,21 Thus
the components of the OPV are often selected based on characteristic ex situ properties of
each component, which are often assumed to be maintained in situ subsequent to
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integration of the full system. Ideally, integration of the individual OPV components
would yield synergy, or at least preservation, of the desirable characteristics of each
component. But often, in response to even subtle chemical/electronic interactions at the
contact, the in situ characteristics of the interphase region can be vastly different than that
of the ex situ characteristics of the individual components.
This evolution that can occur in this interphase regions is illustrated in Figure 1.3,
and originally presented by Neataon et al.22 It begins by illustrating the discrete and sharp
ionization and electron affinity energy levels characteristic of isolated gas phase
molecules.

As the molecule approaches the metal, or electrode, surface, as a

consequence of electronic coupling between the molecule and metal surface, a significant
shift and broadening in the ionization and electron affinity levels is observed. Clearly the
electronic behavior of this molecule, as a consequence of being located in the vicinity of
an electrode surface, is significantly altered from that of the isolated molecule. Hence
summarizing the potential for unique properties of this interphase region which bridges
the bulk electrode and photoactive materials.
A cursory example for demonstrating the impact of this in situ contact evolution
utilizes an atomically clean gold electrode. In vacuum, the un-reconstructed surface
would demonstrate a work function (Φ) of 5.1 eV.13 The work function of a conductor
can be decomposed into two components: the chemical potential and the surface
potential.22 Assuming the chemical potential of the gold electrode to remain constant,
adsorption of even a few monolayers of carbonaceous molecules modify the surface
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Figure 1.3: Illustration from Neaton et al.22 illustrating the change in electronic properties of a molecule as
an isolated molecule approaches a metal surface. The sharp and discrete ionization and affinity energy
levels of the isolated molecule are significantly shifted and broadened by electronic coupling with the metal
surface as the molecule approaches an electrode surface; demonstrating the different properties of the
molecule in the contact region for an OPV.
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potential such that the “dirty” gold electrode typically exhibits a relatively stable work
function value of 4.5 eV.23 As a consequence of this modification, confined exclusively
to the electrode surface, a considerable alteration to the electrode work function is
measured. This variation can be critical if, for example, the driving force for a system
depends on the in situ difference in work function values between its two electrodes, say
gold and aluminum for this example.

Assuming that the aluminum electrode

demonstrates an invariant in situ and ex situ work function of 4.1 eV, the ex situ
measurements of the two electrodes’ work function values would predict a driving force
for the system to be proportional to the 1.0 eV difference (ΦAu - ΦAl = 1.0 eV). But, if
deposition of a photoactive material onto the gold electrode results in a similar “dirty”
electrode, the effective work function of the in situ gold electrode in the system is
reduced from 5.1 eV to 4.5 eV, and results in a 60% loss in the effective driving force for
the system.
Thus if electronic couplings between an electrode and adjacent photoactive
material(s) could be entirely eliminated, the ex situ characteristics of the electrodes and
photoactive materials would be retained within the OPV. While this could be perceived
as favorable, recall that the role of an OPV is to convert incident solar radiation into
electrical work. Thus charge transfer must occur between the electrodes and photoactive
materials, necessitating some degree of electronic coupling.

Conductance through

electrode-organic molecule junctions has been observed to increase by over four orders of
magnitude when the molecules are covalently bound to the electrode surface in
comparison to contacts only demonstrating van der Waals-like interactions.24

This
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implies that significant coupling between the electrode and adjacent photoactive materials
is beneficial, and possibly necessary, for facilitating the photocurrent densities achieved
within OPVs.
These two situations exemplify the ambiguous nature of contacts. Compromises
must be made and the precise mechanisms involved must be considered, understood, and
controlled for each individual OPV system.

Furthermore, these two situations were

presented assuming homogeneous components and interfaces. Adding another layer of
complexity, the electrical properties of organic semiconductors are in fact typically
dominated by heterogeneity and disorder.25 For example, OPVs utilize a transparent
electrode, and thus the ubiquitous surface heterogeneity associated with transparent
electrodes must be contended with.26-33

Additionally, when metal electrodes are

thermally deposited on top of an organic semiconductor, a complex and inhomogeneous
contact also develops as a consequence of metal penetration, alloying, and damage to the
underlying organic semiconductor layer.

34-36

Thus the idea of achieving homogeneous

contacts which exhibit favorable in situ characteristics in OPV systems is quite
optimistic.
Contact-Based Selectively Permeable Membranes
The necessity for selectively permeable membrane functionality in OPVs was
introduced, characterized by i) selectively enabling transport of electrons towards one
electrode and holes towards a separate electrode, ii) selectively enabling collection of
electrons at one electrode and holes at a separate electrode, iii) facilitating the separation,
and maintaining the separation, of holes and electrons to abate internal recombination,
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and iv) selectively inhibiting injection of electrons at the desired electron collecting
electrode and injection of holes at the desired hole collecting electrode. In essence, it is
precisely this selective asymmetry within a system which enables electrical work to be
obtained from a PV system, in contrast to a simple and symmetric resistor-like system.
Figure 1.4 illustrates both current-voltage and power-voltage responses for a resistor-like
system (Figure 1.4A) and a functioning PV solar energy conversion system (Figure
1.4B). The essence of this figure is that without a selective asymmetry, the currentvoltage product (i.e. electrical power) is always a positive value, work is being done by
the surroundings on the resistor-like system. Thus no electrical work is ever obtained
from a symmetric resistor-like system. The signature response of a functioning PV
possesses a region of the current-voltage response which yields a desirable negative
current-voltage product, work is done by the PV system on the surroundings.

In this

section a survey of the concepts and practices for achieving various degrees of these
factors, and specifically the roles of the electrodes and contacts in achieving these factors,
is presented.
i) Selectively enable transport of electrons towards one electrode and holes
towards a separate electrode: “Selective transport” implies facilitating an anti-parallel
directed flux of each type of charge carrier, electrons selectively directed towards one
electrode and holes oppositely directed towards another. An electric field is the typical
means for obtaining selective transport of holes and electrons, and current OPV
architectures mostly require an electric field to facilitate selective transport. In OPVs, the
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Figure 1.4: Exemplary current-voltage and power-voltage responses for symmetric resistor-like systems
(A), where the electric power (current-voltage product) is always a positive number, demonstrating that
electrical work is never done by the resistor-like system on the surroundings. B) Signature current-voltage
and power-voltage response of a functional PV solar energy conversion system which possesses a region of
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the PV system on the surroundings.
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electrodes and contacts are critical for achieving an electric field to facilitate selective
transport. As discussed below, it is the choice of the electrode materials and the attributes
of the contacts themselves which typically dictate both the direction and magnitude of the
built-in electric field achieved.12
A gradient in the μe- between the two electrodes within the photoactive materials
of a PV is a requisite for a steady-state net electrical current to exist.3 Such a gradient
can be achieved as a gradient in the chemical potential (resulting in diffusional transport),
a gradient in the electrostatic potential (resulting in drift transport), or a combination of
the two (i.e. drift-diffusion transport).

Since the result of the exciton dissociation

process in OPVs yields charged species which provide a “handle” for electric fields to act
upon, achieving an electrostatic potential gradient across the device represents a
favorable means for achieving selective transport.
The metal-insulator-metal (MIM) model is an archetype for utilizing electrodes to
attain built-in electric fields, and thus to achieve selective transport, in OPVs. Due to the
low intrinsic charge carrier density characteristic of typical organic semiconductors,
treating them as insulators is often an acceptable approximation and can provide useful
insight and guidelines.11 The MIM model is introduced in Figure 1.5 by assuming the
existence of a perfect trap-free insulating material sandwiched between two ideal and
inert metal electrodes which each possess a different work function value. It is assumed
here that metal-insulator interactions are non-existent, and thus Schottky-Mott interfaces
are achieved12 where no non-zero interphase region develops at the contacts.
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Figure 1.5B illustrates, via a Gedankenexperiment, the non-equilibrium condition
that exists at the instant of MIM component unification, resulting from the electrodes
possessing different work function values. Assuming no mobile ions or atomic/molecular
species in the system, equilibrium is exclusively achieved through a net exchange of
charge density between the two electrodes. Charge transfer will occur until the Fermi
levels, or

μe- values, of the two electrodes are equal (i.e. equilibrium).

This

equilibration process, illustrated in Figure 1.5C, results in an excess negative charge
density reside on the larger work function electrode (electrode on left side of Figure 1.5)
and an equal excess positive charge density on the smaller work function electrode
(electrode on right side of Figure 1.5). Thus the outer potential of each electrode varies
inversely until equilibrium is achieved.12,13,19 This equilibration process yields a contact,
or Volta, potential difference between the two electrodes equal to the difference in work
function values of the two electrodes.22 The MIM system, now consisting of charged (but
equilibrated!) electrodes, is analogous to a charged parallel plate capacitor and thus
possesses a static built-in electric field. Thus the MIM model yields a prescription for
achieving a built-in electric field purely by selection of electrode materials, utilizing the
intrinsic chemical potential of the materials to potentially achieve selective transport in an
OPV.
In practice, built-in electric fields observed in OPV and other organic-based
electronic systems typically deviate from predictions of, for example, recent work with
OPV systems have measured built-in electric fields to be significantly less than predicted
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Figure 1.5: Ideal metal insulator metal (MIM) model utilizing electrodes with different work function
values A) before contact between the MIM components B) illustration of the non-equilibrium condition at
the hypothetical instant the MIM components are all brought into contact C) illustration of the built-in
electric field achieved in response to the charge transfer reactions between the two electrodes in order to
achieve Fermi-level alignment.
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by the ideal MIM model.37 McLeod et al. recently used electroabsorption spectroscopy
and observed significant deviation from the Schottky-Mott limit, which pertains to ideal
MIM systems, where the ratio of the differential change in the built-in electric field to the
differential change in the electrode work function yields a linear behavior with a unity
slope.37 They did observe linear behavior as a function of change in electrode work
function, but they observed a sub-unity slope of ca. 0.6. This observation critically
exposes a deficiency in both the ideal MIM model’s ability to accurately predict built-in
fields in OPVs, and more importantly, the ability to achieve desired magnitudes of builtin fields in OPVs. The ability to understand, and control, the factors contributing to the
sub-unity slope represent areas of active research.
Deviations from the ideal MIM model are at least partially due to properties of the
contact formed at the electrode-organic semiconductor interface.

When an organic

semiconductor is deposited onto an electrode surface, the adsorption process yields a
variety of effects in response to chemisorption, physisorption, partial/integer charge
transfer, electron density “push-back effect”, surface rearrangement, polarization of the
organic material by image charges, electrode induced density of states, adsorption
induced disorder in the organic material, etc.26,38-44 Existence of these effects is
inevitable, to some degree, and are not net necessarily pernicious for OPV performance,
but do reflect deviation from the ideal MIM model. Charge collection and injection
process at electrode interfaces are essential in any PV system and thus some degree of
electronic coupling between the electrode and the organic semiconductor is necessary.
Nonetheless, formation of the contact induces numerous effects which violate the
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premises of the ideal MIM model: no interactions between the electrode and the insulator.
Thus for electrode-organic contacts, the quest often resides in determining the extent of
deviation from the model and understanding the impacts.
In addition to controlling the magnitude of built-in electric fields, evidence exists
for electrodes and contacts affecting bulk transport by means other means as well.45,46
While these means are not specifically contributing to the selective aspect of transport,
their abilities to control bulk transport are significant and warrant acknowledgement.
Utilizing tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) electrodes, our own research group has utilized
specific surface cleaning and activation procedures and demonstrated significant shortand long-range morphological affects in the subsequently deposited photoactive
materials.26-28,47 Various acid-base or plasma activation procedures have been shown to
alter electrode surface compositions and energies, which facilitate the control of
supramolecular ordering (e.g. edge-on versus face-on packing, polymorphs, etc.).
Modified electrode surfaces can also function as templates, dictating morphologies that
persist through the entire active layers and significantly alter material properties. For
example, Chauhan et al. utilized a perylene monolayer on ITO electrodes to provide a
template for the subsequently deposited chloraluminum phthalocyanine donor material.45
They postulated that the enhanced packing and crystallinity achieved by the templating
effect facilitated improved hole-mobility and thus the enhanced the device performance.
Electrodes and contacts are also frequently considered as barrier layers intended to
mitigate the permeation of contaminants. Permeation of oxygen and water facilitate
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photodegradation reactions and function as charge trap sites, thus reducing the charge
carrier mobility of the material.
ii) Selectively enable collection of electrons at one electrode and holes at a
separate electrode: Representing a kind of panacea for solar energy conversion systems,
the term “selective charge collection” implies the ability to discriminately collect one
charge carrier type (e.g. holes versus electrons) more rapidly than the other, in the
presence of both charge carrier types, as illustrated in Figure 1.6A. Achieving selective
collection would completely render the present requirement for PVs to achieve spatial
separation and oppositely directed transport of holes and electrons obsolete. Instead,
electrodes could discriminately collect holes or electrons from a mixture.

Such

selectivity would enable use of a simple photogalvanic cell architecture such as that
illustrated in Figure 1.6B. Albery et al. have theoretically demonstrated the potential for
photogalvanic cells to achieve solar energy conversion efficiencies of ca. 18%, but are
limited in practice to < 1% due to the lack of selectivity achieved at the electrodes.48
While many biological processes achieve selective charge transfer by utilizing
complex “lock-and-key” binding mechanisms to assure selectivity, there are currently
few examples of true selectivity observed for the types systems considered practical for
mass producible PV applications.49,50 The charge collection processes for such systems
typically occur directly between metal-like electrodes and either conjugated polymers or
small molecules and are characterized by the semi-classical Marcus theory expression for
heterogeneous electron transfer rates:51-53
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where kif is the rate for transition between electronic states i and f, ̅ is the reduced
Planck constant, Vif is the electronic coupling matrix element, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is temperature, ΔG0 is the variation in Gibbs free energy during the reaction,
and λ is the reorganization energy induced by the electron transfer.54 Regardless that
realization of truly selective charge collection at electrodes in OPVs is still in its infancy,
the Marcus expression exposes interesting and potential avenues for achieving selective
charge collection.
In practice, electrodes, contacts and “interlayers” typically achieve a pseudoselective collection behavior. From the perspective of OPVs, the term “interlayer” refers
to a thin layer of material inserted between the electrode and photoactive materials with
the intention of tuning the electronic energy levels or surface energy, achieving a
homogeneous and wettable surface, improving the charge transport properties relative to
the contact formed without the interlayer, inducing a templating/ordering effect, or to
passivate the electrode surface.16 Rather than possessing true selectivity as described
above, pseudo-selective electrodes utilize various mechanisms which minimize the
presence of one charge carrier type in the vicinity of the contact. For example, electrodes
or interlayers may possess a greater affinity for a donor species versus the acceptor
species, thus minimizing the presence of anion-radical acceptor species in contact with,
for example, the hole-collecting electrode.55-58 This is critical in that a non-selective
electrode in the vicinity of both ion-radical species will indiscriminately collect holes and
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electrons, and facilitate surface recombination reactions, both reducing the net charge
collection achieved.3,59,60 This is even more critical in light of the OPV community’s
apparent agreement on the blended heterojunction architecture as most promising. Like
the photogalvanic cell architecture, the blended heterojunction architecture typically
yields both donor and acceptor species near the electrode, thus necessitating some form
of selectivity to optimize performance.
iii) Facilitate the separation, and maintain the separation, of holes and
electrons to abate internal recombination: OPV relevant organic semiconductors
typically function as excitonic materials, i.e. materials in which localized Frenkel
excitons are the product of photoexcitation.3 Thus in OPVs, donor-acceptor
heterojunctions are necessary to achieve exciton dissociation. Mechanistic details of the
exciton dissociation and charge separation processes at the donor-acceptor interface are
still debated and beyond the scope of this work.61-65
Regardless of the specific mechanisms involved, it is agreed upon that radical ion
pairs are generated across donor-acceptor interfaces, and if these photogenerated holes
and electrons are to do electrical work, recombination must be prevented.3,10 As a
consequence of the characteristically low dielectric constants of OPV relevant organic
semiconductors (εR ~ 3), electrostatic attractions present favorable conditions for
electron-hole recombination, typically demonstrating a Coulomb capture radius of ca. 18
nm at 298 K.3,10 Unlike traditional silicon-based pn-homojunction PVs, which possess a
narrow homojunction region on order of 100 nm which exhibits built-in electric field on
order of 107 V-m-1that opposes recombination of the photogenerated electrons and holes,
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organic-based donor-acceptor heterojunctions typically do not possess thermodynamic
barriers for recombination. None the less, long-lived lifetimes on the order of 1 us have
been observed for Coulombically bound geminate electron-hole pairs across donoracceptor interfaces.66-68
Observation of such long lifetimes demonstrates the existence of, and the
potential for, utilizing kinetic recombination barriers for mitigating recombination. While
the science of implementing such kinetic irreversibility across donor-acceptor interfaces
is in its infancy,14 Braun’s extension of Onsager theory has provides a rationale for
pursuing this further in OPVs.69,70 Modified specifically for donor-acceptor interfaces,
Braun’s extension of Onsager’s reciprocity theorem establishes that the probability for
charge separation of the Coulombically bound radical-ion pairs is directly proportional to
the lifetime of the charge-separated state.69,70 Even with long lifetimes, the essence is
that it is likely that donor-acceptor heterojunctions in OPVs do not typically possess a
sufficient intrinsic driving force to maintain charge separation and prevent
recombination. Thus for OPVs an electric field is often necessary to facilitate and
maintain hole separation, thus relying on the choice of electrode materials and contact
implementations for a sufficient built-in electric field.
Another means by which electrodes and contacts function to mitigate
recombination occurs most predominantly in blended heterojunction OPVs. During an
annealing process typically employed for blended heterojunction architectures, electrode
and interlayer surfaces often facilitate the phase segregation of donor and acceptor
domains.55-58 Ideal blended heterojunction morphologies achieve phase segregation with
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domain sizes sufficient to confine hole and electron transport to the interior or their
respective domains. Such confinement has been demonstrated to reduce bimolecular
recombination rates to values lower than that predicted by the oft utilized Langevin
recombination model.71
iv) Selectively inhibit injection of electrons at the electron-collecting electrode
and injection of holes at the hole-collecting electrode: For undoped electrode-organic
interfaces, the charge injection process in OPVs is typically described by a thermionic
emission-like process occurring between electrode Fermi levels and HOMO-/LUMOtransport levels in the organic semiconductor.72,73 This thermally activated process is
characterized by an exponential dependence on the potential barriers for injection and is
illustrated for a non-illuminated planar heterojunction OPV system in Figure 1.7A, as
well as charge transport and recombination processes for completeness. In this example,
the OPV is forward-biased with an electric potential applied which is slightly less than
the built-in potential, i.e. an applied bias similar to of the maximum power point of the
illuminated OPV.74 If an MIM model is again assumed to represent the OPV, potential
barriers for electron and hole injection from the electrodes into the organic semiconductor
are described by:
|
|

|

|

|
|

|

(1-2)
| (1-3)

In non-ideal systems the potential barriers which control injection are more complex than
captured in Equation 1-2 and 1-3, and strongly depend on contact effects (e.g. surface
dipoles, surface states), magnitude of the externally applied bias via the Schottky effect,
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and intrinsic properties of the bulk organic semiconductor (e.g. charge carrier density,
carrier mobility, etc).12,13,72
The emphasis on selectively inhibiting injection does not pertain to the
thermionic-like emission process introduced above, characterized by injection from the
Fermi-level of the electrode directly into the corresponding transport level of the organic
semiconductor.

Instead the emphasis is specifically on contact-induced non-ideal

injection processes, such as those exemplified in Figure 1.7B, where additional gap-state
transport pathways and injection routes are induced near the contact.75,76 Typically, the
observed effects of such non-ideal processes, which result in enhanced current densities
are generically attributed to leakage paths, shunt resistances, or gap-states under forward
bias conditions, and additionally ascribed to reverse saturation current or dark current
processes in reverse bias.
These non-ideal processes are deleterious to OPV device performance, and Figure
1.7 illustrates possible mechanisms for enhanced non-selective injection and simulated
current-voltage responses demonstrating the parasitic impacts of such non-ideal
processes.77 Figures 1.7C,D illustrate mechanisms for enhanced injection, where a nonzero density of available states within the transport gap facilitate enhanced injection via
multiple smaller energetic “hops” in lieu of acquiring sufficient excess energy to
overcome the entire barrier in a single hop.

The potential impact on OPV device

performance as a consequence of such non-ideal processes can be readily observed by
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employing the modified Shockley diode model, where the illuminated current-voltage
response can be described by the superposition of the un-illuminated (i.e. dark) currentvoltage response and a constant photocurrent term generated within the PV device (JPH ):
[

(

(

)

)

]

(1-4)

where J is the current density, J0 is the saturation current density, q is the electron charge,
V is the electrostatic potential across the diode, RS is the series resistance, A is the device
area, η is the diode quality factor, k is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, J PH is the
photocurrent density generated by illumination, and RP is a shunt resistance term
reflecting the additional non-ideal processes. In Figure 1.7C, the “ideal PV” currentvoltage behavior is developed using the ideal Shockley diode model with an infinite
value of RP and the “leaky PV” current-voltage response uses the same ideal Shockley
model, but with the inclusion of a finite valued shunt resistance, emphasizing that the
consequence these non-ideal processes (i.e. presence of non-ideal charge injection, and
transport, in addition to the ideal injection assumed by the Shockley diode model) is a
reduction in power conversion efficiency. Chapter 5 of this dissertation is exclusively
devoted to these contact-induced non-ideal injection processes, and presents an expanded
discussion of their origin, methods for characterization, and prescriptions for alleviating
their impacts are addressed and only a general synopsis of the problem is presented in
this Introduction.
To re-cap, this Introduction has established that PV solar energy conversion
systems require selectively permeable membrane functionality, and that in OPVs, the
electrodes and contacts are crucial for providing this necessary functionality. The
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following three chapters each embody a fulfilled research project focusing on a specific
aspect of the roles and impacts of electrodes and contacts in OPVs.
Chapter 2 presents the work of a modeling study on the impacts of electrical
surface heterogeneity on OPV performance. Electrical surface heterogeneity is, and will
likely remain, an omnipresent property of transparent electrodes. A model has been
developed which determines the impact of electrode surface heterogeneity on OPV
performance as a function of the extent of heterogeneity, the length scale of electrically
inactive regions, and the electronic properties of the organic semiconductors
implemented for the OPV. It is demonstrated that as OPV material sets are optimized to
yield sufficient power conversion efficiencies (> 10%), typical transparent electrode
surfaces are too heterogeneous, and interlayers which can facilitate rapid lateral transport
are necessary to minimize power losses.
In response to the conclusions of Chapter 2, which demonstrate the necessity for
adept interlayers, Chapter 3 presents work utilizing electrochemically deposited and
doped conductive polymers as interlayers for OPVs.

Such polymers can be tuned

electrochemically in order to optimize their conductivity and vary their work function.
Thus built-in electric field magnitudes can be manipulated and lateral mobility for charge
carriers can be enhanced in order to facilitate charge collection by the underlying
heterogeneous and transparent electrode.
Chapter 4 explores the role of electrodes and contacts in facilitating non-ideal
injection and transport pathways in OPVs. Such non-ideal processes are detrimental to
the efficiency and must be understood and controlled. In a fully integrated OPV device,
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isolating the sources of these non-ideal processes to specific regions of the devices is
difficult. Metal-insulator-semiconductor capacitor (MIS-C) architectures are utilized in
this work to isolate the contributions of a single interface to the and excessive dark
currents observed in integrated OPVs, thus enabling the ability to optimize a single
interface before constructing the full OPV or to optimize subsequently.
Chapter 5 provides a short recap and presents the author’s recommendations for
extensions of the work presented here in order to further optimize and understand the role
of electrodes and contacts in OPVs.
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CHAPTER 2: MODELING THE EFFECTS OF MOLECULAR LENGTH SCALE
ELECTRODE HETEROGENEITY IN MOLECULAR PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICES1
Introduction
To date most organic photovoltaic modeling or simulation studies have assumed
ideal electrodes which demonstrate homogeneous electrical properties, and have focused
on the active layers themselves as the primary agents limiting the power conversion
efficiency. It has become apparent that the electrical contacts to these active layers can
significantly affect power conversion efficiencies.2-10 Both hole-collecting and electroncollecting electrodes need to be optimized in terms of their electrical uniformity, stability,
conductivity, work function, physical compatibility with adjacent layers (e.g. wettability),
and selective collection of the desired charge carrier (i.e. holes versus electrons).7
In more mature inorganic solar cells both electrode specific and contact nonidealities have been shown to contribute to increases in the parasitic series resistance (RS)
and decreases in fill factor arising from enhanced rates of recombination.11-15 The
contribution to the total apparent RS of an OPV from the contact arises both from the bulk
electrical properties of the electrode material, as well as from surface specific contact
effects, especially those arising from electrically inactive regions in the contacts over
nanometer to micron length scales.4,16,17
While there exist numerous publications discussing measurement, control, and
consequences of changing the effective electrode work function in OPVs,2,6,7,18-23 only a
few focus specifically on effects due to heterogeneity in the electrode-active material
contact. Brabec and coworkers have recently shown how the presence of ‘hot-spots’ and
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the lack of electrical homogeneity in the contacts can lower OPV efficiency.8,9 There has
been significant discussion of the so called ‘S-shaped’ or ‘kinked’ current-voltage (J-V)
response which is sometimes attributed to poor contact between the electrodes and
adjacent active materials which manifests itself as an increase in RS and decrease in fillfactor.23,24 Wagenpfahl et al. have recently demonstrated how enhanced surface
recombination at the electrode, as might arise from heterogeneity in electrical properties,
induces significant recombination losses, reduces the fill factor, and distorts the J-V
response in blended heterojunction OPVs.24-27 Leo and co-workers have recently
discussed the impact of imbalanced charge mobility values on OPV performance,
demonstrating significant effects which could also be induced by poor contacts which
function to reduce the apparent mobility for a material by inducing a slow charge
collection step.23,28 Additionally, several reports have discussed the problems arising
from implementing electrodes with intrinsically low conductivities, which also
compromise device performance.21,29
There are now several reports showing that the most prevalent transparent
electrode material used in OPVs, indium-tin oxide (ITO), is electrically heterogeneous on
nanometer to micron length scales, where large fractions of electrode area can be
electrically “blocked” or inactive.2,5,6,21,26 Our own previous studies, utilizing both
solution electrochemistry with small molecule redox couples,30,31 and conductive tip
atomic force microscopy (C-AFM) of both bare ITO and OPV active materials deposited
on ITO, have demonstrated the electrical heterogeneity of ITO electrodes, with the extent
of electrical inactivity dependent upon activation and chemical modification
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procedures.2,31 Both these characterization approaches demonstrate a significant fraction
of the ITO surface can be electrically inactive. Electrically inactive sites are observed
where poor electrical contact between the active layer and the electrode occur, at
contaminated sites on the surface of an electrode or active layer, at intrinsically insulating
sites, and sites where the active layer does not make sufficient physical contact with the
electrode, or a combination of these. Such inactive sites may be an intrinsic property of
the collection electrode because of insufficient activation and cleaning, or may arise as a
result of environmental instability of the contact material and its interface with active
layers. In some cases these electrically inactive sites have been shown to constitute more
than 90% of the geometric area of the electrode.2,30
In addition to efforts towards activation and homogenization of ITO electrical
activity, research is underway to replace ITO (and other metal-oxide electrode materials)
with various transparent metalized micro/nano-wire networks.32-35 “Grid” or microwire/nano-wire electrodes achieve optical transparency due to a large percentage of their
area being free of metal, and therefore non-conductive in such metal-free regions.36,37
Thus, by design, such electrodes are also electrically heterogeneous.
A simple illustration for why, or why not, electrically heterogeneous electrode
surfaces impact charge harvesting in an OPV device is illustrated in Figure 2.1. Figure
2.1A depicts a hypothetical electrode surface with a minimal number of electroactive
sites, for which the system is cleaved and only this single two-dimensional cross-section
is considered. With the electrode poised at a fixed electrochemical potential by the
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of how electrode surface heterogeneity may, or may not, impact charge collection
in a system.A) hypothetical illustration of a heterogeneous electrode where a 2-d cross-section is
considered. B-D) progression of increasing Nernstian-like equilibration volumes achieved around each
active site; increased volumes due to either higher mobility of the medium or a reduction in the generation
rate of the anionic species E) Illustration depicting that once there is significant overlap of the individual
equilibration volumes, no further improvement in charge collection is achieved by increasing the number of
electrically active sites or even by utilizing a perfectly homogeneous electrode. In essence, if the system
can achieve that of E), the degree of heterogeneity will not significantly impact the collection efficiency.
But if the system is describe by B), then the collection efficiency is compromised.
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external power supply, it can be intuited that each electrically active site will achieve a
Nernstian-like equilibrium with some volume of space around it. This idea is depicted in
Figure 2.1B, where the negatively charged green spheres correspond to some anionic
density being generated by a source microscopically far away from the electrode surface.
In this example, the medium could either be solution or solid state, with the discussion
pertaining equally to either. For the situation illustrated in Figure 2.1B, it is evident that
outside of the equilibrated volume, a buildup of space-charge is occurring which can
eventually become significant enough to invert the net electric field, hindering the
diffusion of generated anions towards the electrodes.
Figure 2.1C illustrates the situation in which either i) the mobility in the medium
increases, or ii) the rate of anion generation is decreased, both which allow each
electrically active electrode surface site to effectively equilibrate with a larger volume of
space around it. This trend is continued in Figure 2.1D where again, due to either an
increase in the mobility of the medium or a decrease in the anion generation rate, the
equilibration volumes become large enough that they overlap with the equilibration
volumes of other electrically active sites.
The essence of illustrating this progression is concluded in Figure 2.1E which
illustrates the idea that once the equilibration volumes of the individual electrically active
sites significantly overlaps, no further advantages are obtained by increasing the number
of electrically active sites or even by obtaining a perfectly homogeneous electrode
surface. This concept captures the entire scope of this research: for a given electrode
surface profile, and based on mobility values of the adjacent material as well as the
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generation rate of charge carriers in the material, does the system achieve profiles like
that of Figure 2.1B or that of Figure 2.1D? Regardless of having an electrode with very
little surface electrical activity, if charge transport is facile and/or charge generation rates
are low, the performance may not be impacted by a heterogeneous electrode.
Chemical modification of a metal-oxide and metal “grid” electrode with an
interlayer consisting of a thin film of conductive polymer, doped small molecules, or a
different metal-oxide layer can mitigate some of the problems induced by electrical
heterogeneity of the electrode.8-10,16,22,38 In this work, the term “interlayer” refers to a thin
layer of material (e.g. 5 nm) inserted between the electrode and the adjacent active layer
which functions to enhance transport of charges between the active material and the
electrically active sites of the electrode. Typically, interlayers are not photoactive and are
instead selected for the enhancement they provide in raising/lowering effective work
function, enhancing charge mobility and conductivity, and in the functionality they
provide in controlling charge selectivity, wettability, and stability, relative to the
photoactive material.

Some of the first introduced interlayers were thin conductive

polymer interlayers (e.g. dispersions of conductive poly(thiophenes) and poly-anions
such as PEDOT:PSS), which enhanced hole-collection and hole-injection, but show
excessive electrical heterogeneity and a lack of real hole-selectivity.7,38 Marks and
coworkers have recently confirmed the heterogeneity and lack of hole-selectivity in
PEDOT:PSS films, adding cross-linked electron blocking interlayers to the ITO surface,
along with the conducting polymer film, to achieve optimum efficiencies for blended
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heterojunction OPVs consisting of poly(thiophene)/fullerene active layers (e.g.
P3HT/PCBM).4,16,39
Potential benefits from implementing interlayers with electrically heterogeneous
electrode surfaces are illustrated in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2A presents the bare

heterogeneous electrode which was presented in Figure 2.1, where it was demonstrated
that significant space charge could occur around the electrically inactive regions. Figure
2.2B illustrates a potential implementation of an idealized interlayer, where conductive
polymer, maybe a polythiophene derivative, is electrochemically nucleated and grown
exclusively out of the sparse electrically active sites. Thus all incident charges are
effectively funneled into these electrically active sites upon reaching the interlayer, in
lieu of being trapped in regions where no conduit into the bulk of the electrode exists.
Here we perform a series of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations to further understand
the correlation between molecular length scale electrical heterogeneity in the electrodeactive material contact with the capacity for collection of photogenerated charges in
OPVs. This work complements the modeling of both PHJ and BHJ OPVs by several
other groups.23,25,28,40-42 We correlate electrical heterogeneity in the contact with changes
in efficiency of charge collection in planar heterojunction OPVs operating under
conditions where charge transport occurs predominantly by diffusion,43 in disordered
molecular semiconductors. In our model each discrete molecular site in the disordered
active layer is randomly assigned effective activation energies for hopping from a
Gaussian distribution of possible energies.
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Figure 2.2: Potential benefits of implementing interlayer materials for heterogeneous electrodes. A)
Represents the bare heterogeneous electrode from Figure 2.1 which facilitates significant space charge
in electrically inactive regions. B) Introduction of a interlayer composed of a polythiophene derivative,
which is nucleated and grown exclusively out of the sparse electrically active sites and functions to
funnel diffusing charges into the electrically active sites, regardless of where the charges initially
contact the interlayer.
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To date, OPV modeling studies which have considered the ramifications of the
electrodes on device performance have primarily utilized averaged electrode-active
material contact properties, such as work function or contact resistance, and maintain the
electrodes and contact as homogeneous.24,43-46 In this work we depart from such
assumptions. Illustrations of both an operating planar heterojunction OPV and a
discretized version representing how the modeled device is constructed in the simulation
are presented in Figure 2.3. The simulated OPV is the ensemble of individually defined 1
nm3 volumes (or 1 nm2 areas for the electrodes). In this framework, we assign various
molecular properties individually to each 1 nm3 volume (or 1 nm2 area for the electrodes)
and allow the ensemble to evolve and yield quantifiable steady-state macroscopic device
properties.
Incoherent charge transport in the organic solid is assumed to result from an
ensemble of discrete charge transfer reactions modeled by a simplified version of Marcus
theory.

Charge transport occurs as a thermally-activated hopping process between

adjacent molecular and electrode sites. Each site is initially randomly assigned a localized
energy value (chosen from a Gaussian distribution) which is dynamically adjusted
throughout the simulation due to charge-charge electrostatic interactions, externally
applied voltage bias, and image forces induced near the electrodes.
One could alternatively proceed from the “Gaussian Disorder Model” perspective
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Figure 2.3: Modeling of a planar heterojunction OPV - (A) donor regions (blue) and acceptor regions (red)
are discretized (B) into 1nm3 volumes and the electrode surfaces are discretized into 1nm2 areas. Interlayers
of 1-5 nm thickness can be added between each electrode and the active layer (B). See also Figure 2.6 for
more details of the charge hopping events). The inset in (C) represents the deterioration in J-V response as
the percentage and distribution of electrically inactive electrode sites are increased, inducing concomitant
increases in RS and decreases in fill-factor.
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of Bässler which has also been successful in describing charge transport in disordered
molecular solids.47 In contrast to charge hopping described within a Marcus theory
framework, a Bässler-like model is based upon asymmetric Miller-Abrahams type charge
transfer (hopping) rates.48 We have evaluated both approaches and found that they yield
equivalent correlations between electrode heterogeneity and OPV performance, and have
subsequently chosen to work with, and describe here, the Marcus-like approach. This
work does not extend various theories of charge transfer, transport, recombination, or
dissociation processes in OPVs. Our exclusive focus is to utilize existing transport
theories to implement a simple planar heterojunction OPV system which imposes
consistent and realistic stresses on electronically heterogeneous electrodes, and to study
the response of each electrode and interlayer configuration.
We proceed by monitoring steady-state OPV device parameters in response to
systematically “blocking” various individual 1 nm2 electrode sites or contiguous arrays of
these sites (i.e., making a site electrically inactive by assigning large activation energies
for charge hopping into that site), up to the point where most of the electrode area is
electrically inactive (“blocked”). This degree of electrical inactivity has been observed in
C-AFM studies of ITO, ITO covered with conducting polymer films, and ”grid”
electrodes, as depicted in Figure 2.4.2,30
In this work we demonstrate a correlation between increases in the size and
decreases in the spacing between electrically active electrode sites, on nanometer length
scales, and an accumulation of charge density near the electrode-active material interface.
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Figure 2.4: Schematic view of simulated electrically homogeneous (A) and heterogeneous (B-C)
electrodes. (A) Fully unblocked electrode (50 x 50 nm) demonstrating individual 1nm 2 discretized grid;
(B) electrodes with 20% of the geometric area electrically active – blue = randomly distributed 1 nm2
blocked regions, red = a grid pattern with periodic blocked regions of 100 nm2, and green = the entire
central 80% (2000 nm2) is electrically inactive; (C) electrodes with 4% of the geometric area electrically
active – magenta = randomly distributed 1 nm2 blocked regions, cyan = the entire central 2400 nm2 (96% of
the area) is electrically inactive; (D) tapping mode AFM (i), and (ii and iii) conductive tip AFM images of
ITO electrodes demonstrating electrical heterogeneity – (ii) = 0 – 1 nA current image for a detergentsolvent cleaned ITO electrode demonstrating heterogeneity as combination of randomly arranged ‘hotspots’ surrounded by mostly electrically inactive area; (iii) 0 – 10 nA current image for an oxygen-plasma
cleaned ITO electrode demonstrating improved electrical homogeneity conductivity due to the pretreatment; (iv) 500 x 500 micron image of a micro-wire ‘grid’ electrode where the white lines represent the
electrically active regions and the gray regions are non-metalized and thus completely electrically inactive.
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We also demonstrate that such an accumulation of charge density correlates with a
reduction in charge collection efficiency, which consequently also implies a reduction in
power conversion efficiency. Our model also allows us to simulate the effects of added
interlayers, providing high charge mobility values and electrical homogeneity at the
electrode/active layer interface. As expected these thin interlayers mitigate the
impediments for charge collection observed for electrodes with extensive electrical
inactivity.
Overview of the Modeling Process
As shown in Figure 2.3 the simulated planar heterojunction OPV consists of a
collection of individually defined molecular and electrode sites (1 nm3 volumes or 1 nm2
areas respectively). Each discrete site in the lattice is an object in the simulation in which
parameters such as position, standard free energy, reorganization energy, and temperature
can be uniquely assigned. In this work, the lattice is composed of 100 molecular sites
extending along an axis perpendicular to the electrode planes and 50 x 50 molecular sites
extending along an axis parallel to the electrode planes (i.e. a total of 250,000 individual
molecular sites and 5,000 individual electrode sites are implemented). Periodic boundary
conditions are implemented in the directions parallel to the electrode planes ensuring that
charge transport is not dominated by edge effects. The 100 lattice planes defined by the
axis perpendicular to the electrode planes are divided centrally, thus producing equally
sized donor and acceptor regions each composed of 50 x 50 x 50 molecular sites. While
standard free energies from a Gaussian distribution are randomly assigned to individual
molecular sites at the start of each simulation, these effective standard free energies are
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dynamically adjusted throughout the simulation due to inclusion of Coulombic
interactions, externally applied electric fields, and image forces induced near the
electrodes (see below).
To keep the computations tractable, all simulations in this work were performed
on OPVs functioning at a single operating point in which diffusion is the predominant
mode for charge transport. This operating point, which can be labeled as the “flat-band”
condition or the “flat-band potential,” is reached in an OPV when there is no net electric
field across the illuminated device, the net drift current in the device vanishes, and charge
transport occurs predominantly by diffusion.41,43,49-51 Typically this situation is achieved
through cancellation of the internal electric field, due to any built-in potential and charge
accumulation, by an externally applied electrostatic potential difference between the
electrodes.43 As described by Moliton et al.,52 the “flat-band” condition represents an
ideal single point at which to study OPV device performance in that it occurs near the
maximum power point (Pmax) in the current-voltage response of an illuminated
OPV(Figure 2.3C). At VOC the net current is zero implying that the internal driving forces
describing drift and diffusion current are equal and opposite. Operation at the “flat-band
potential” in planar heterojunction OPVs yields a significant net current by diffusion due
to charge concentration (chemical potential) gradients.
In these simulations we simplify our model by implementing perfect symmetry
across the D/A heterojunction, which enable both charge transport and collection in one
half of the planar heterojunction OPV to be simulated (e.g. the donor region with its
corresponding electrode) with transport and collection mirrored onto the acceptor side of
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the OPV. We assumed the donor region of the OPV is composed of a disordered thin film
of a donor like copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) with a bulk hole mobility value of ca. 2.9 x
10-4 cm2·V-1·s-1 consistent with literature values for charge mobility as well as to values
measured by C-AFM experiments in our laboratory.46 This value of hole mobility helps
to define the initial activation energy for charge hopping (see below). In order to keep
the simulations tractable, it was convenient to implement perfect symmetry across the
D/A heterointerface, thus, this mobility value also pertains to the acceptor domain of the
OPV.

It is recognized that asymmetries in mobility and charge density across the

heterointerface are significant in practical planar heterojunction OPVs.23,41,53 Such
simplifications may overemphasize Coulombic interactions near D/A interfaces,
however, the key impetus for this work was to compare the effects induced specifically
by variation in molecular length scale electrode heterogeneity in otherwise identical
model OPVs.
Charge carriers are introduced into both donor and acceptor layers assuming
exciton dissociation into bound polaron-pairs occurs exclusively at D/A interfaces. We
implement Braun’s extension of Onsager theory,54,55 to calculate probabilities for escape
from this Coulombically bound state. We periodically generate these polaron-pairs at
randomly selected D/A interface sites at rates of 2.7 x 1016 and 9.4 x 1016 polaron-pairs∙s1

∙cm-2 corresponding to maximum possible photocurrent densities of 4 mA∙cm-2 and 15

mA∙cm-2. These current densities span the range of many of the moderate efficiency and
highest efficiency planar heterojunction and blended heterojunction OPVs reported to
date.22,56-58 Individual simulations were initiated by the insertion of a single polaron-pair
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and allowed to evolve until steady-state rates of charge collection and charge density
profiles were achieved, which typically occurred with simulation times corresponding to
~500 µs in real time.
In order to better isolate the effects of electrode heterogeneity on the efficiency of
charge collection, we assumed noninjecting and “neutral”59 electrodes for the OPVs
operating at the “flat-band” condition. While electrodes were modeled with variable
effective activation energies for charge collection, we implemented significant energetic
barriers to injection, such that the injected charge density at the “flat-band” condition was
negligible. Assuming that the “flat-band potential” occurs at an external bias sufficiently
negative of VOC, this is a reasonable approximation since the injected current under such
operating conditions is small relative to the photocurrent.44,60-62
Additionally, this model provides the ability to introduce interlayers between
electrodes and the photoactive materials in the OPV. Since our model allows individual
molecular sites to be uniquely described, an idealized interlayer material is generated
between the donor and electrode by assigning the sites in that region with much lower
effective activation and reorganization energies for charge hopping, which is tantamount
to significantly increasing charge mobility in that region. The intended role of interlayers
in OPVs is to improve the efficiency of charge collection at the electrodes by providing
facile charge pathways to electrically active sites of a heterogeneous electrode and an
ideal contact for the adjacent photoactive materials.4,7,8,10,16,17,22 In these simulations we
implement idealized interlayer functionality by inserting 5 nm of homogeneous material
(i.e. material demonstrating low reorganization energy and uniform (and low) site-to-site
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activation energies for charge hopping, in contrast to the Gaussian

distribution

representing the bulk active materials). This yields “trap free” interlayers with high
lateral charge mobility values (~10-2 cm2∙V-1∙s-1), an attribute judged to be important in
developing interlayer materials.7,9,17 By implementing idealized interlayers charges that
encounter high activation energies for collection at heterogeneous electrodes have the
opportunity to “sample” a substantially larger lateral area before being lost to
recombination, bypassing the inactive regions which lead to increases in interfacial
charge distributions and degraded device performance.
Charge Generation, Transport, and Collection: Molecule-Molecule and MoleculeElectrode Hopping Rates:
In an OPV, the existence of every polaron-pair generated across a D/A interface
concludes in either: i) geminate recombination, ii) dissociation and subsequent nongeminate recombination or, iii) dissociation and transport through the active materials
resulting in collection at the appropriate electrode. Charge transport within an OPV
device composed of disordered molecular films is simulated as a random walk of discrete
hopping events in which each molecular site acts as a “charge trap.” Each site is
described by an effective activation energy for the charge to “escape” or “hop” to the
next molecular site.

The specifics of the discrete hopping events are resolved by

implementing a simplified version of Marcus theory to describe rates of each discrete
charge transfer event which collectively defines transport.
Molecule-molecule and molecule-electrode charge hopping rates (
discrete sites (

) are computed by Equation 2-1 and 2-2.63,64

) between
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In other applications of Marcus theory for describing charge hopping in molecular
solids,65 the

term explicitly depends upon the transfer integral describing electronic

coupling between the initial and final states (i and j respectively), temperature (T), and
the reorganization energy (λ).

In this work all simulations are performed within a

material maintained at a single temperature (300 K), where we assigned a single value for
the reorganization energy for charge transport of 0.400 eV, and assigned the “attempt to
hop frequency” term (

) to a constant value of 1011 s-1, consistent with values assigned

in other studies.66 The

term represents a free energy of activation described by the

reorganization energy (λ) (i.e. the free energy required to distort the reactant
configuration to that of the product), the “driving force” or free energy of reaction (

),

and k and T which are the usual Boltzmann constant and temperature respectively.
While the

term is initially set within the simulation for each possible site-site

hop, it is dynamically adjusted throughout the simulation to account for all electrostatic
effects, including Coulombic interactions between the individual charges within the
system, and image forces induced near the electrodes. By randomly assigning individual
site energies from a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 30.0 meV around
the average of 0.400 eV,46 along with the other parameters listed in Table 2-1, the
simulated active layer yields an effective bulk mobility of 2.9 x 10-4 cm2·V-1·s-1 when
charge densities were maintained at 1.0 x 1015 cm-3 and for a mean electric field of 2.0 x
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105 V·cm-1. A randomly selected cross-sectional slice of a simulated OPV, illustrating
the variation in apparent activation free energies for inter-site hopping, due to the
Gaussian distribution assigned for each site, is presented in Figure 2.5 for a single time
slice of the simulation. For perspective, we also show apparent activation energies
corresponding to kT at 300 K (i.e. 26 meV) on the left side of the broken line.
Table 2-1. Simulation Parameters
property
relative dielectric constant (εr)
energy width of density of states (σ,
active layers carrier mobility (u, cm2·VmeV) active layer diffusion constant (D,
1 -1
·s ) interlayer carrier mobility (u, cm2·V-1·scm2·s-1)interlayer diffusion constant (D, cm2·s-1)
1
)
reorganization energy (λ, meV)
temperature (T, K)
short polaron-pair formation period (us)
long polaron-pair formation period (us)
attempt to hop frequency (Aij, s-1)
Electrostatic Contributions

ue
0
x 10-4
x 10-6
10-2
x 10-4
0
0

val
3.0
30.
2.9
7.5
1 x
2.6
40
30
0.4
1.5
1 x

1011

Electrostatic effects due to individual charge-charge interactions in the active
layer and the interactions of charges with the image charges set up in the collection
electrodes must be considered as they impact on charge transport. We include the
combined electrostatic contributions from every individual charge, externally applied
electric field, and image forces induced near the electrodes in the simulated OPV for each
charge “hop” calculation. Although it is expected that the Coulomb capture radius
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ΔG*(eV)

Figure 2.5: Initially chosen free energies of activation (
) for charge hopping for a cross-sectional
slice of one of the the active material layers. The mean free energy for activation in these studies is ~
0.101 eV (green). Higher activation energies (blue – indigo) lead to longer trapping times (i.e. low
mobility paths) and are interspersed amongst sites with lower energies for activation (yellow – red)
which represent higher mobility paths. Effective free energies of activation corresponding to kT at
T=300K (0.026 eV) are shown to the left side of the vertical dashed line, for perspective.
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extends only ~20 nm in low dielectric constant media, such as the molecular solids in
OPVs, in this work the Coulombic interactions are never truncated. The electrostatic
contribution is included by calculation of the electric field at each discrete site, due to
every charge in the system, and used to adjust the free energy of reaction (

) term in

Equation 2-2 for every hop. Inclusion of these effects has important consequences when
comparisons are made between strictly diffusive charge transport, and transport
modulated by these electrostatic effects (see below).
The contribution to the “driving force” (

) for an individual charge transfer

reaction due to the sum of the electrostatic effects (i.e. the individual Coulombic
interactions, image forces and externally applied voltage bias) is illustrated in Figure 2.6,
where we depict a

2-dimensional cross-sectional portion

of the discretized OPV

presented in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.6 demonstrates how the net electric field due to image
forces and individual Coulombic interactions makes hopping in the negative-x or
positive-y direction favorable and hopping in the positive-x or negative-y direction
unfavorable by alteration of the

“driving force” for each hopping term.

Before any particular charge in the active layer is allowed to move from its
location we compute the electrostatic interactions of this charge, if it were to hop to any
of the six nearest neighbor sites, with every other charge present in the active donor and
acceptor layers, with polaron pairs at the D/A interface, and with image charges induced
in the electrode. To do this, the charge-of-interest is replaced with a “free test charge”
and the electrostatic work necessary to move the test charge through an assumed “free
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the individual Coulombic interactions and image forces which act to influence
the hopping rate for the target “charge of interest” (circled in red). The target charge has made its way
close to the collection electrode, above an electroinactive (blocked) site, where it begins to interact with its
image charge, and continues to interact with the other positive and negative charges in the entire OPV. The
net electric field due to image forces and individual Coulombic interactions makes hopping in the negativex or positive-y direction favorable and hopping in the positive-x or negative-y direction unfavorable, by
alteration of the
“driving force” for each hopping term. The inset illustrates the potential energy
diagrams (free energy versus reaction coordinate) associated with each of the allowed nearest neighbor
hops which have been modified due to the summation of the electrostatic effects on the “driving force”
(
) for hopping.
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space” is computed (assigning the “free space” a dielectric constant of 3.0, consistent
with the values used the active materials in all of the simulations). The work is computed
for hops of 1 nm to each of the six possible final molecular sites, integrating along the
path of each of the six allowed nearest neighbor transitions. This electrostatic work for
each possible discrete hop is then used to modify the

term used to calculate the

hopping rate in Equation 2-1 for that particular charge at its initial location.
Image charge interactions are handled similarly; Equation 2-3 demonstrates the
electrostatic force of the image charge induced in the conducting electrode:
(
ε ε

) (

)
(

)

(2-3)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, εr is the relative permittivity, x is the distance from
the electrode-active material interface for the charge of interest, and q is the associated
electronic charge. This image force is implemented differently in the simulation if the
charge-of-interest is: i) located in front of an electrically active or, ii) located in front of
an electrically inactive electrode site. For electrically inactive sites, the image charge is
restricted to existing 2 nm or more from the electrode-active material interface. We
represent electrically inactive sites as a conducting region below ca. 2 nm of nonconducting material, an assumption which is consistent with both our prior surface
analysis and C-AFM studies.2,30 Clearly this is more relevant to planar TCO electrodes,
such as ITO, versus metallic “grid” electrodes in which image charge effects would be
negligible when the test charge is in the region far from the conducting grid element.
Individual hopping events, including electrostatic effects, are restricted to the six
adjacent nearest neighbor sites of the ionized molecule (diagonal hops are forbidden) and
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the rate for each hop is finally calculated using Equation 2-1. From the calculated rates
for each of the six possible hops, a probability for each of the possible hops is calculated
as described by Equation 2-4. The physical hop is then randomly selected from the
weighted probabilities and executed at the time interval determined by Equation 2-2 for
the selected hop. This procedure is followed identically for both molecule-molecule and
molecule-electrode hopping.
(2-4)

Charge Hopping at the D/A Interface
Hops across the D/A interface are handled as a special case, and are restricted to
charge recombination (i.e. free holes or electrons are prohibited from hopping into and
remaining in the acceptor or donor layers respectively).

As described by Braun’s

extension of Onsager’s reciprocity theory, specific to D/A interfaces in organic solids,54,55
charge separated states at this interface possess finite lifetimes which yield a proportional
non-zero probability for dissociation of polaron-pairs into free holes and electrons. In our
simulations initial electron-hole separation distances are on the order of 1 nm (implying
significant Coulombic interaction), and we apply a pre-factor to the rate determined by
Equation 2-1 exclusively for the calculation for the hop leading to recombination across
the D/A interface. This provides a mechanism to reduce the rate for both geminate and
bimolecular recombination to an initial value of 106 s-1. We then linearly scale this initial
rate by the population of charges at the D/A interface, described by a Langevin-like
recombination mechanism.67 This calculated recombination rate may be as much as an
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order of magnitude low for describing pure geminate recombination of polaron-pairs
based on experimental results obtained for polymer-fullerene systems,68,69 however, it
agrees reasonably well with measured polaron-pair lifetimes of 10-6 – 10-3 s in other
organic solids,70-72 rates for non-geminate bimolecular recombination for such systems,
and assumed rates from modeling experiments focused on OPVs.46,61,73,74
Individual Charge Trajectories
The simulation is started with the device in thermal equilibrium, in the dark, and
with zero ionized sites within the active materials. At time t = 0 an initial polaron-pair is
placed in the system on a randomly selected pair of adjacent molecular sites across the
D/A interface. The response of these initial charges is determined through
implementation of Equation 2-1 and 2-4. Additional polaron-pairs are periodically added
every 1.5 µs or 0.4 µs depending upon which of the two maximum possible photocurrent
density values (4 mA·cm-2 or 15 mA·cm-2 respectively) is being simulated. Subsequent
hops of these charges are also determined through continuous application of Equation 2-1
and 2-3. The charge density profile, rate of recombination, and rate of charge collection
for the OPV are permitted to evolve until steady-state conditions are achieved.
A sampling of individual charge trajectories extending over their entire lifetimes
(i.e. from initial polaron-pair formation to either collection at the electrode or
recombination across the D/A interface) is presented in Figure 2.7. We have intentionally
selected a few of the extremes observed in charge trajectories, reminding the reader that
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Figure 2.7: Trajectories in the direction
perpendicular to the electrode plane for
individual charges starting out as bound
polaron-pairs and ending either by
collection
at
an
electrode
or
recombination across the D/A interface.
A) Trajectories for two charges which
both reached the electrode but on vastly
different time scales. B) Zoomed in on
earliest portions of A) for detail. C) Two
more individual trajectories ending in
collection at the electrodes, but
demonstrating how an individual charge
may approach the electrode multiple
times (red) before successfully being
collected or simply oscillate back and
forth (black) in the middle of the active
layers. D) Demonstration of how a
charge may initially escape from the D/A
interface and then return and recombine.
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the charge density profiles presented later represent the ensemble of hundreds of such
individual trajectories. For clarity, only the trajectory component perpendicular to the
electrode plane is represented in these figures.
Figure 2.7A shows the trajectories of two individual charges, one that transits to
the collection electrode in less than 1 µs (red), the other (black) showing a relatively long
transit time, demonstrating multiple escape and return events from/to the D/A interface
(anticipated from Braun’s extension of Onsager theory),54 before a final escape and
subsequent diffusion to the contact electrode in ca. 4 µs. An expanded view of the first
~0.6 µs for these two charges is shown in Figure 2.7B where the escape and return events
of the charges from/to the D/A interface are more clearly shown. Figure 2.7C shows two
additional charge trajectories also concluding in collection at the electrode, but
demonstrating how an individual charge may approach the electrode multiple times (red)
before successfully being collected or simply oscillate back and forth (black) in the
middle of the active layers. Figure 2.7D shows a charge that initially escapes from the
D/A interface, but then returns and recombines across the D/A interface.
We also show trajectory profiles

generated from

steady-state planar

heterojunction OPV simulations for 500 polaron-pair formation events, where the only
events that were logged were from polaron-pairs originating at a single molecular site at
the D/A interface, and which ended in successful collection by the electrode, in Figure
2.8A.

These trajectories are color coded by number of times that each individual
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Figure 2.8: A) Flattened 2-dimensional trajectory map generated from steady-state PHJ OPV simulation
where only polaron-pairs originating at a single donor molecule site and which concluded in successful
collection at an electrode. This trajectory map is for 500 polaron-pair formation and successful collection
events demonstrating a broadening in the utilized pathways for reaching the electrode, resembling classical
conduction from a point to a plane. The colors represent the number of times that each individual
molecular site was occupied by a charge. B) The trajectory map for only the 50 fastest trajectories of the
500 presented in A), demonstrating that the 50 fastest trajectories did not occur via 50 unique routes, but
predominantly through two apparent fast pathways which evolved under steady-state operation.
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molecular site was populated by a charge, showing that, on average, the trajectories were
as expected for diffusive charge transport along the normal axis to the collection
electrode. Interestingly, Figure 2.8B illustrates the trajectory profiles for only the 50
fastest trajectories of the 500 total events illustrated in Figure 2.8A, demonstrating that
the 50 fastest trajectories do not occur via 50 unique routes, but predominantly through
two apparent fast pathways which evolved under steady-state operation. Transport
occurring via a limited number of “fast paths”, in lieu of utilizing a majority of the bulk
as classical transport is often assumed, has also been previously conjectured and
modeled; where it was concluded that such fast pathways would lead to a “current
filamentation” and be destructive to the active materials by Joule heating induced by the
large localized current densities achieved.69
Modeling of Photocurrent Generation in Planar Heterojunction OPV
In order to simulate the planar heterojunction OPVs, specific rates of polaron-pair
generation at the donor-acceptor interface must be assumed and implemented.

We

assume that exciton dissociation occurs exclusively at the donor-acceptor interface.
Thus, an exciton must diffuse to a donor-acceptor interface before relaxing back to its
ground state in order for dissociation into an electron and hole across the donor-acceptor
interface (denoted as polaron-pairs (D+-A-)) to occur. Polaron-pairs are formed across
the donor-acceptor interface in our model system at rates which are realistic for a typical
and well-studied small molecule planar heterojunction OPV based upon copper
phthalocyanine (CuPc) as the donor thin film, and the fullerene C60 as the acceptor, in a
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device configuration: ITO|CuPc(50 nm)|C60(50 nm)|metal under AM1.5G illumination
conditions.75
Figure 2.9A demonstrates the power spectral density (PSD) from 300-1100 nm of
the incident solar spectrum (black), the PSD remaining after absorption and reflection at
the glass|ITO substrate (blue), and the PSD remaining (i.e. not absorbed, ~46% of
incident PSD) after both an incident pass and an additional pass due to reflection at the
metal cathode (red). We note that these calculations used to estimate the optical effects
within the OPV are overly simplified and ignore many complex processes which occur at
each interface and due to interference. This simple model was implemented to provide
an order of magnitude approximation of polaron-pair generation rates. A reduction in
light intensity due to the reflectivity and absorption of a typical 1 mm glass substrate
coated with ~200 nm of ITO was accounted for, and a single reflection was assumed at
the metallic cathode with 90% efficiency.

These PSD plots were used to estimate

realistic exciton densities within each thin film.

Literature values for exciton diffusion

lengths of 15nm (CuPc) and 40nm (C60) respectively were applied in the simulation to
achieve realistic exciton fluxes at donor-acceptor interfaces.46 This approach can be
readily extended to other donor-acceptor pairs, with their corresponding molecular
properties, and to other light intensities incident upon the OPV.
Figure 2.9C demonstrates the spatial exciton density calculated to occur within
the planar heterojunction OPV based on the absorption profiles and solar PSD illustrated
in Figure 2.9B and 2.9A respectively. The total spatial exciton density (black) in Figure
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Figure 2.9: A) AM1.5G power spectral density (black), attenuated AM1.5G power spectral density after
absorbance and reflection correction for ITO|glass (blue), power spectral density remaining after absorption
due to both the initial passage through the OPV active layers and a single reflection at the cathode with a
second transit through the active layers; (B) normalized absorbance spectra for the CuPc (blue) and C 60
(red) active layers in the PHJ OPV; (C) exciton generation rate as a function of lateral position in the active
layer, illumination through the above-modeled glass|ITO from the left (anode side) is assumed,– blue =
excitons generated from incident light, red = excitons generated from internally reflected light and black =
total exciton generation rate in each 1 nm layer (i.e. sum of red + blue); (D) rate of excitons reaching the
planar donor-acceptor interface as a function of lateral position in the active layer using the exciton
generation rates from (C) and assuming exciton diffusion lengths of 15 nm for the CuPc layer and 40 nm
for the C60 layer; (E) total rate of polaron-pair formation rate at the donor-acceptor interface density based
on the contribution of each 1 nm lateral layer of the active materials(i.e. integral of (D)) – signifies a
maximum possible photocurrent density for such a device to be 4.35 mA·cm -2
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2.9C is the sum of the exciton density due to the incident pass of light (blue) and the
reflected pass of light (red). Only excitons generated within approximately one exciton
diffusion length of a donor-acceptor interface possess significant probability of
dissociating and thus potentially contributing to the device photocurrent.

The

contribution to the exciton flux specifically at the planar donor-acceptor interface due to
excitons formed at various distances from the donor-acceptor interface is illustrated in
Figure 2.9D. Figure 2.9E depicts the spatial integral of the results presented in Figure
2.9D which provides the total rate of polaron-pairs formed across the donor-acceptor
interface due to exciton dissociation (black). This rate of total polaron-pair formation in
Figure 2.9E (2.7 x 1016 polaron-pairs-s-1-cm-2) is the sum of the polaron-pair formation
due to incident (blue) and reflected (red) light passage through the OPV. In our
simulations, excitons reaching a donor-acceptor interface dissociate into polaron-pairs
with 100% efficiency (i.e. all excitons that reach the donor-acceptor interface before
relaxing to their ground state are dissociated into polaron-pairs) and thus for Figure
2.9C,D,E are equated to standard electron-charges (allowing for standard labels such as
mC-s-1-cm-2 or equivalently mA-cm-2 to be applied) such that the exciton flux at the
donor-acceptor interface corresponds to an equivalent charge flux of 4.35 mC-s-1-cm-2 (or
4.35 mA-cm-2) as depicted in Figure 2.9E, representing the maximum possible
photocurrent density obtainable for such an OPV. For a 50 nm x 50 nm donor-acceptor
interface this process reduces within the simulation to placing a polaron-pair across the
donor-acceptor interface every ~1.5 microseconds. Thus with our simulation model
variation in the maximum possible photocurrent density, induced by a change in
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absorptivity, incident PSD, or exciton diffusion length, can be implemented simply by
altering the rate at which we randomly insert polaron-pairs across the donor-acceptor
interface.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2.10 illustrates the corresponding spatial charge density profiles as a
function of distance into the donor layer for electrodes exhibiting various degrees and
length scales of electrical heterogeneity, implemented in OPVs operating under “flatband” conditions. The charge density profiles resulting from implementation of the nonideal electrodes (blue, red, green, cyan and magenta) fall between those for the 100%
electrically inactive (broken black) and 100% electrically active (solid black) electrodes
for OPVs modeled with maximum possible photocurrent densities of both 4 and 15
mA·cm-2 (Figure 2.10A and 2.10B respectively). The increased polaron-pair generation
rate for photocurrent densities of 15 mA·cm-2 could physically manifest itself in OPVs
because of increase of the incident photon flux, the use of active materials with higher
optical absorption values, longer exciton diffusion lengths, thorough blending of donor
and acceptor phases (i.e. D/A interfaces existing closer to exciton generation points), or a
combination of all these.46,76,77 The increased rate of polaron-pair generation increases the
“challenge” to electrically heterogeneous electrodes and is reflected in the increase in the
charge density near the electrode-active material interface for the electrodes with higher
percentages of electrically inactive sites.
Figure 2.11 tabulates the charge collection efficiencies for the OPVs simulated
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(C)
100% Blocked Electrode

(A)
Unblocked

4.35 mA-cm-2

80%
Blocked
100% Blocked Electrode

(B)

96%
Blocked

Unblocked Electrode
15.0 mA-cm-2

Figure 2.10: A, B) Steady-state charge density versus distance from the electrode into the donor layer of a
planar heterojunction OPV, operating under “flat-band” conditions, with electrodes demonstrating various
percentages and distributions of electrically active regions (C). The colors of each individual line in the
plots (A, B) correspond to the colors used to define the electrically inactive regions in (C). (A) represents
the steady-state charge density profile obtained for a maximum possible photocurrent density of ca. 4
mA·cm-2 while (B) corresponds to a maximum possible photocurrent density of ca. 15 mA·cm -2. To
provide better graphical resolution near the electrode-active material interface which is the focus of this
work, the results beyond 35 nm from the electrode are omitted since the concentration profiles all converge
near the D/A interface.
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5 nm
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Results on
this side
are w/
5 nm
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Figure 2.11: Percent efficiency of both polaron-pair dissociation and collection of subsequent hole and
electron at electrodes (solid bars), for each various electrode, as illustrated along the abscissa, simulated in
an OPV operating at the “flat-band” condition.. (A) illustrates the results with a maximum possible
photocurrent density of 4.35 mA·cm-2 while (B) corresponds to a maximum possible photocurrent density
of 15.0 mA·cm-2. The overpotential (hashed bars) in mV represents the extra electrostatic potential bias
required across the device to attain the same current density as the OPV implemented with the perfectly
homogeneous electrodes and with zero overpotential applied. The results presented to the right of the
dashed vertical line in both (A) and (B) are obtained by implementation of idealized 5 nm interlayers,
demonstrating their ability to nearly completely mitigate the effects induced by the electrode heterogeneity.
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with the same set of heterogeneous electrodes. In conjunction with the charge density
profiles demonstrated in Figure 2.10, there is clear correlation between an increase in
charge density near the electrode-active material interface and a decrease in charge
collection efficiency for both of the simulated polaron-pair generation rates. We
hypothesize that an increase in charge density near the electrode-active material interface
reflects an electrode which i) has not achieved quasi-equilibrium with the adjacent active
materials and, ii) exhibits contact limited charge collection. Such an increase in charge
density yields an increased electric field which functions to repel diffusing charges back
towards the D/A heterointerface where recombination can occur. Figures 2.9 and 2.10
demonstrate that both of these conditions occur, to different extents, for all of the nonideal electrode constructs studied in this work.
The presence of these electrically inactive sites manifests itself at a macroscopic
level in the requirement for an overpotential (i.e. “extra” electrostatic potential
difference) to be applied in order to achieve the same steady-state current density as for
an OPV implemented with ideal homogeneous electrodes and zero applied overpotential,
as also illustrated in Figure 2.11. We hypothesize that the macroscopic manifestation of
variation in the extent and length scale of electrically inactive sites is revealed in the
apparent contact resistance, RC, which as it increases, yields current-voltage responses
with progressively reduced fill factors as illustrated in the inset of Figure 2.1C.
For example, Figure 2.11A illustrates that a planar heterojunction OPV operating
at “flat-band” condition and implemented with the 96% blocked electrode (cyan
condition) requires an ~11 mV overpotential to be applied in order to attain the same
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current density as with the perfectly homogeneous electrode with zero overpotential.
This overpotential represents electrical work that must be performed on the system due to
the electrode heterogeneity in order to achieve the same current density and thus is
directly reflected by a reduction in power conversion efficiency. For the same 96%
blocked electrode with the increased rate of polaron-pair formation corresponding to
maximum possible photocurrent density of 15 mA-cm-2, Figure 2.11B demonstrates that
an overpotential of ~28 mV is required demonstrating how the negative impact of
electrically heterogeneous electrodes is amplified under greater stress induced by the
potentially large photocurrent density.
It is striking that even for an electrode which is extensively blocked (such as the
magenta electrode construct in Figure 2.11, where the active regions are both “small” and
randomly dispersed) the OPV is still highly functional and able to successfully collect a
significant fraction of the photogenerated charges. Interestingly, when electrodes were
modeled with only 50% of their geometric area electrically inactive, where the inactive
regions are randomly dispersed around the electrode (not shown), no observable effect on
the charge density profile or charge collection efficiency is evident for photocurrent
density of 4 mA·cm-2. Thus for most current OPVs in which current densities are well
below 15 mA·cm-2 at AM1.5 illumination conditions most contact electrodes, regardless
of the degree of heterogeneity, have minimal impact on OPV performance. As OPVs
with higher photocurrent densities are achieved, and/or as contact heterogeneity increases
with device lifetime, the effects due to electrode heterogeneity will be significant. While
this high level of functionality is striking, the results for all of the various electrodes
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simulated and presented in this work clearly demonstrate that, relative to the perfectly
homogeneous electrode: i) an electrically heterogeneous electrode does induce a buildup
of charge density near the electrode, leading to a reduction in charge collection efficiency
due to contact limited charge collection, and, ii) these effects are amplified at higher
photocurrent densities. The level of electrical inactivity simulated in these studies is not
hypothetical (see Figure 2.4), but reflects that of ITO, many related TCO contacts, and
various “grid” electrodes in use or proposed for OPV platforms.
An additional feature of these results is that for the various heterogeneous
electrodes, the charge density profiles and collection efficiencies are not determined
exclusively by the fractional area of the contact which is electrically active, but are also
dependent on the length scales of, or distance between, electrically active sites (e.g. see
blue, red and green constructs in Figure 2.10) for electrodes with identical percentages of
electrically active area. Figure 2.10 demonstrates that larger spacing between electrically
active sites for electrodes with identical overall electrically active areas (e.g. magenta
versus cyan electrode construct, or blue versus red versus green constructs for the 80%
electrically inactive electrodes) induces an increase in charge density near the electrodeactive material interface, yields lower charge collection efficiency, and thus requires a
larger overpotential as illustrated in Figure 2.11.
The Role of Homogeneous Interlayers with High Charge Mobilities
Figure 2.12 illustrates the benefits of implementing idealized interlayers between
the electrode and photoactive materials for the same heterogeneous electrodes and
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Figure 2.12: A) Trajectory map generated from steady-state PHJ OPV simulation where only polaronpairs originating at a single and specific donor molecule which ended in collection at an electrode were
logged. This trajectory map is for 500 polaron-pair formation events. The colors represent the frequency
that each individual molecular site was occupied by a charge. B) The trajectory map for only the 50 fastest
trajectories of the 500 presented in A).
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simulation conditions which yielded the results presented in Figure 2.10. 5 nm interlayers
were generated in the model exhibiting charge mobility values of ~10-2 cm2∙V-1∙s-1, two
orders of magnitude greater than that for the simulated donor material. Due to the
insertion of the higher charge mobility interlayers, which provided facile pathways to
electrically active collection sites on the electrode surface, the charge densities near the
electrodes are substantially reduced relative to the values presented in Figure 2.10 (i.e.
the impact of the electrically inactive regions is almost fully mitigated by insertion of the
interlayers).
Relationship to Arrays of Partially Blocked Electrodes, or Ultra-Microelectrode
Arrays in Electrochemical Systems
OPVs operating under diffusive charge transport conditions appear in some
respects to be related to solution electrochemical systems where diffusion controlled
charge transfer of a probe molecule occurs at regular or irregular arrays of electrically
active sites of variable dimension, on an otherwise blocked electrode surface.30,31,78-83 In
ultra-microelectrode planar arrays the separation distance between active sites is constant
and can be varied from microns down to hundreds of nanometers. Partially blocked
electrodes, on the other hand, (e.g. ITO electrodes, boron-doped diamond films) are
irregular arrays of electrically active sites, with significant variation in their size and
distribution.30,31,82,83 For these electrochemical systems a characteristic diffusion length
(δelectrochem) can be defined which is dependent upon the diffusion coefficient (D) of the
redox probe and additional terms which describe the renewal of the redox probe near the
electrode surface via convection.79,80
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Using this electrochemical perspective a characteristic diffusion length for charge
carriers in the OPV can be defined. Assuming transport only by diffusion, when δOPV for
these charge carriers is smaller than the average distance (d) separating individual
electrically active sites (Figure 2.13A), one can expect a loss of OPV performance,
however, when δOPV >> d no differences in charge collection efficiency are expected
compared to the ideal homogeneous electrode.79,80 As shown in Equation 2-5, δOPV is
determined by both linear diffusion of charges from the D/A interface, and by the
replenishment of these charges due to exciton dissociation and charge creation at the D/A
interface (under constant illumination):
(2-5)

̅

where D is the diffusion coefficient (cm2∙s-1) for a charge in the active materials, and ̅ is
the average velocity of a planar charge front (Figure 2.13A, arising from charge
generation at the D/A interface) incident perpendicular to the plane of the electrode (the
derivation of Equation 2-5 is performed in the following section). From our simulated
results for OPVs operating at the “flat-band potential,” D and ̅ are estimated. Using the
Einstein relation:
(2-6)
with the assumed hole mobility for the donor layer (μ = 2.9 x 10-4 cm2∙V-1∙s-1) leads to an
estimated D ≈ 7.5 x 10-6 cm2∙s-1.84 Utilizing the generic current density relation:
( )

( ) ̅( )

(2-7)
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Figure 2.13: (A) Schematic view of the diffusion of charge carriers toward an electrically heterogeneous
contact electrode, at two different photocurrent densities. As discussed in the text, the electrically active
regions are represented as shaded disks with an average separation, d, between them. For the OPV
operating under conditions where charges arrive via diffusion only to the contact electrode, diffusion
profiles with dimensions, δOPV, are established around each active site, which are steady state are
determined by the diffusion coefficient, D, for that charge carrier (related to its charge mobility, μ), and ̅ ,
which is the average velocity of an incident charge front (due to generation at the D/A heterointerface)
traveling perpendicular to the plane of the electrode. As ̅ increases, with increasing photocurrent density,
and/or as d increases or D decreases, the challenge to the contact electrode increases, charges accumulate at
the electrode/active layer interface, and OPV performance is compromised; (B) Plots of the diffusion
length, δOPV, as a function of diffusion coefficient, D, and incident charge carrier velocity, ̅ , showing the
interrelationship between these parameters. The corrugation in the plot has been added to enhance the
contrast in the ranges of these parameters shown.
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where ( ) represents the current density as a function of x (x is the distance into the
active material with respect to the electrode/active layer interface (x = 0)),

is the charge

density, and ̅ is the assumed average planar velocity of charges (cm·s-1).
From this relationship, assuming a perfectly homogeneous electrode and a
photocurrent density of 4 mA·cm-2, we estimate a ̅ of ~17 cm∙s-1, leading to a δOPV = ca.
400 nm. For photocurrent densities of 15 mA·cm-2 we estimate ̅ = ca. 35 cm·s-1 and δ =
ca. 200 nm. Figure 2.13B shows the relationship between ̅ , D, and δOPV, showing that
as photocurrent densities increase, and/or as effective charge mobilities decrease, the
effects of electrode heterogeneity, as seen by variations in δ, become more important. It
is clear that for electrode heterogeneity on the length scales we have observed, and
modeled here, that values for D would need to be ca. 10-8 cm2∙s-1 or lower, or values of ̅
would have to be much higher, to bring values of δOPV down to the order of 10 nm, which
reflects the electrically active site spacing in our simulated electrodes. If the spacing
between active sites is larger, as in the case of many of the “grid” electrodes envisioned
for use in OPVs, values of D much larger than 10-6 cm2∙s-1, and hole mobilities greater
than 10-6 cm2∙volt-1∙s-1, might still show losses in OPV performance because of the size of
the spacing between active lines in the grid.33,37
Clearly a model which considers only diffusion of charges, without regard to
electrostatic interactions and space charge effects, underestimates the impact of electrical
heterogeneity in the contacts. The diffusion-only model neglects the electrostatic effects
summarized in Figure 2.6 and the fact that, depending on both the extent of electrical
heterogeneity and the incident flux of charges, significant space-charge can be induced
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near the electrode-active material interface. Charge collection at the electrode is critically
dependent on the space-charge induced migration which functions to repel diffusing
charges back towards the D/A interface, leading to recombination. As the spacing
between active sites increases, and as the photocurrent density increases, the remaining
active sites on the electrode become less accessible to charges which must arrive there via
diffusion.

Derivation of

̅

Hypothesis (Equation 2-5)

We hypothesize that one can estimate when the extent and molecular length scale
of electrical heterogeneity existing for an electrode, in conjunction with the bulk mobility
value of the adjacent active material and incident flux of charges, will have a significant
impact on the macroscopic behavior of the planar heterojunction OPV with Equation 2-5
̅

(2-5)

where δ represents a diffusion length, D is the diffusion constant for a charge in the active
materials and ̅ is the average velocity of an incident charge front (due to generation at
the donor-acceptor heterointerface) directed into the plane of the electrode. Figure 2.13
illustrates Equation 2-5 for a variety of diffusion rates and average incident charge flux
velocities.
We begin the development of this hypothesis utilizing a commonly used
approximation in electrochemistry for the one-dimensional diffusion length near
electrodes of
√

(2-8)
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where t represents time. In order to find an effective velocity for the growth of δ, we take
the derivative with respect to time
√

√

(2-9).

Additionally, we can define the average charge flux, due to generation of charges
at the donor-acceptor interface, impinging on the electrode to be
( ) ̅ ( ) (2-10)

( )

where ( ) represents the current density as a function of x, the distance into the active
materials with respect to the electrode,

is the charge density, and ̅ is the average

velocity of charges. Under steady-state conditions it can be assumed that the rate of the
growth of δ outward from the electrodes must be balanced by the contraction of δ back
towards the electrode which we approximate by ̅ ( ).

Thus, under steady-state

condtions we assume
( √ )

̅( )

(2-11).

Solving (2-11) for t we find
̅( )

(2-12)

for which we substitute back into (2-8) which yields
̅

(2-5) .

Conclusions and Future Work
For an OPV model in which every polaron-pair leads to either a pair of collected
charges or an undesirable recombination event across the D/A interface, we have
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demonstrated this recombination rate to be sensitive to even nanometer length scale
variations in electrode heterogeneity.

Increases in the extent and length scales of

electrically inactive regions on collection electrodes, or the use of grid electrodes or
nanowire assemblies with large gaps between the conductor wires, induces a buildup of
charge density near the electrode-active material interface which reflects the inability to
achieve quasi-thermal equilibrium between the electrode and adjacent active material
phases and also correlates to increased rates of recombination.

Interestingly, if

electrically inactive regions at the contact are small and spaced far enough apart, such
that lateral diffusion to electrically active sites at appropriate timescales can occur, a
surprisingly high percentage of the electrode can be electrically inactive with the OPV
retaining reasonable function. At the same time, there is a clear advantage in using active
layer materials with much higher charge mobility values, since these enlarge the
characteristic quasi-thermal equilibrium lengths, and make it possible for larger
continuous areas of the contact to be electrically inactive without undo effect. These
modeling studies also highlight the rationale for adding thin interlayer films which may
impart charge selectivity and, if charge mobility values in the interlayer are high enough,
mitigate the effects of poor contacts (or grid electrodes with large grid areas) on OPV
performance.
Future studies will focus on this interplay between charge mobility values in the
interlayer versus extent and distribution of heterogeneities in the contacting electrodes.
Based on electrical characterization, the ability of more realistic interlayers to mitigate
the problems associated with electrode heterogeneity.

Additionally, electrode
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heterogeneity will be modeled again, but where individual sites are not exclusively
“good” or “bad”, but will model the continuum of activation energies based on empirical
measurements obtained utilizing C-AFM.
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CHAPTER 3: TUNABLE, HOLE-HARVESTING, CONDUCTIVE POLYMER
INTERLAYERS FOR ORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAICS: CONSEQUENCES OF
TUNING THE WORK FUNCTION
Introduction
This chapter addresses the role of conductive polymer, hole-harvesting interlayer
materials in both planar and bulk heterojunction organic photovoltaics (OPV), and
provides guidance for designing optimized charge-collecting interlayer materials.
Specifically, we focus on electro-deposited poly(3-hexylthiophene) (e-P3HT) interlayers,
and compare their performance the prototypical conducting polymer interlayer, spin-cast
PEDOT:PSS. By varying the electro-deposition process, e-P3HT interlayers allow work
function tunability of the modified hole-collecting electrode’, extending over a range of
ca. 0.8 eV (Φ=4.4 – 5.2 eV). Relative to PEDOT:PSS-modified electrodes, the higher
work function e-P3HT-modified electrodes facilitate enhanced OPV performance when
used in conjunction with high ionization potential (IP) donor materials; in this work the
tetravalent metal phthalocyanine, TiOPc.

For low IP donor materials, however,

(pentacene and regioregular-P3HT (rr-P3HT) in this work), OPVs utilizing PEDOT:PSS
interlayers significantly outperform those utilizing e-P3HT interlayers. We hypothesize
that this reversal in performance is a result of reductive de-doping of the e-P3HT
interlayer at the e-P3HT|donor interface. This de-doping occurs spontaneously upon
formation of the heterojunction with low IP donor materials. The associated redox
reactions yield a region of de-doped and insulating e-P3HT material near the eP3HT|donor interface which impedes charge transport and collection. These adverse
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effects, occurring in response to the relatively high work function of electrochemically
reactive e-P3HT interlayers, contrast other recent studies where high work function holecollecting electrodes are considered desirable, no matter how large their work function.1
This type of de-doping process, most easily observed in these e-P3HT interlayers, may be
important in the design of many other hole- and electron-harvesting interlayer materials.
The efficiency of organic photovoltaics (OPVs) has increased steadily in recent
years as processing and characterization techniques have improved and new active layer
materials and device configurations have been introduced. In most PVs, the composite
outer-interface structures, consisting of the physical electrodes and the interlayer
materials utilized to facilitate charge harvesting, are essential for achieving good OPV
performance by establishing an environment which minimizes surface recombination,
provides facile and self-selective charge collection, establishes a sufficient built-in
electric field, and augments OPV stability.2-10 Thus it is often the interlayer materials at
the hole- and electron-collecting electrodes that facilitate efficient integration of the
physical electrodes with the photoactive materials to achieve optimized OPVs. While the
critical roles of the outer-interface structures are recognized, precise understanding of the
relationship between composition, interface energetics and efficiency of charge
harvesting, and the ability to thoroughly control interlayer composition for OPVs is only
recently being explored.
The rationale for design and selection of electrode-interlayer combinations in
OPVs is often driven by principles of the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) model.11 A tenet
of the MIM model is that a built-in electric field can be achieved across the insulating
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material, quantified by the contact potential difference induced by the use of electrodes
possessing different work function values.11,12 For OPVs, this built-in field is critical for
providing the asymmetry and driving force necessary to direct the charge carriers towards
their respective collecting electrodes.

Within this MIM framework, the design and

selection rationale for electrode-interlayer combinations is to maximize the work function
at the hole-collecting electrode (designated as the anode in this work) and minimize the
work function at the electron-collecting electrode (designated as the cathode in this
work). While the simple MIM model is recognized as inaccurate in predicting spatial
charge carrier density and built-in electric field distribution in OPVs, the practice it
advocates of utilizing a “high” work function anode and “low” work function cathode to
maximize the built-in electric field is both valid and effective to a limit.
In this work we utilize transparent tin-doped indium oxide (ITO) electrodes
coated with thin (ca. 30 nm) layers of either PEDOT:PSS or electro-deposited poly(3hexylthiophene) (e-P3HT), which we have previously shown can be created as conformal
thin films, in a variety of electrochemically doped states, with widely variable
composition, conductivity, and work function based on film preparation and doping
conditions,13 and compare their functionality as hole-collecting electrodes in both planar
and blended heterojunction OPVs13. e-P3HT films enable work function tunability over a
wide range by varying the electro-deposition and post-deposition processes; they have
been found to be stable and perform optimally with a work function (Φ) of 5.0 eV, a
higher work function value than that of our spin-coated PEDOT:PSS-modified electrodes
(Φ=4.7 eV).13

In this work we focus exclusively on anode modifications and hole
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collection, but note that our observations and arguments apply equally to cathodes and
electron collection in OPVs.
As predicted by the MIM model, a greater built-in electric field can be achieved
by use of the larger work function e-P3HT-modified electrodes.

Enhanced OPV

performance is indeed observed utilizing e-P3HT interlayers in this work when interfaced
to a high IP, small molecule, donor material such as titanyl phthalocyanine (TiOPc), IP =
5.2 eV.14 Assuming all other variables in the OPV remain constant, up to a limit a higher
work function anode is typically observed to yield enhanced OPV performance relative to
a lower work function anode.1,15,16 Enhancements in OPV performance and built-in
electric field in response to increasing electrode work function are not expected to
continue indefinitely,17 often limited by the so called polaronic pinning level of the
photoactive material.18 Numerous photoemission spectroscopic studies have observed
polaronic pinning levels to exist within the HOMO-LUMO gap (where HOMO refers to
the highest occupied molecular orbital and LUMO refers to the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital), typically existing ca. 0.4 eV from the measured energetic onsets
assigned to the HOMO and LUMO features.18-20 These polaronic pinning levels reflect
an equilibrium state attained at the interface, or contact, of the electrode and adjacent
material, and often determine a lower achievable limit for the offset between the
electrode Fermi-level and the measured onset of the HOMO or LUMO feature.18-20
Polaronic pinning levels have been found to be critical in select planar heterojunction
OPV device studies: they establish an upper limit for the open-circuit voltage which
becomes invariant to further increases in anode work function.20,21 This situation, where
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this measured energetic offset, or hole-injection barrier, between the Fermi-level of the
anode and the HOMO level of the adjacent photoactive material remains invariant with
increasing anode work function, is commonly referred to Fermi-level pinning. Thus,
once Fermi-level pinning occurs, it is commonly assumed that enhancement in OPV
performance by further increase in work function alone will be minimal.
Other recent studies have determined that in order to achieve optimal OPV device
behavior from the perspective of anode work function, electrode and electrode-interlayer
combinations need simply to demonstrate work functions that exceed the polaronic
pinning level of the adjacent donor material and that further increases in work function
have no additional positive or negative impacts on key device parameters.1,21 In contrast
to these previous reports, we observe a significant reduction in hole-harvesting efficiency
and OPV performance when utilizing e-P3HT modified electrodes which possess work
function values greater than the polaronic pinning levels of the adjacent donor material.
Thus, when the e-P3HT film is electrochemically optimized for conductivity, its work
function becomes larger than the polaronic pinning level assumed for both small
molecule (e.g. pentacene) and polymer (e.g. regioregular-P3HT (rr-P3HT)) donor
materials studied in this work and the interface can be characterized as existing in the
Fermi-level pinning regime. In this regime we see evidence for reductive de-doping of
the e-P3HT interlayer occurring near the e-P3HT|donor material interface and observe a
significant decline in all significant OPV parameters and performance metrics. We
observe evidence for this de-doping effect at the e-P3HT|donor material interface in both
planar and blended heterojunction OPV devices utilizing e-P3HT interlayers with
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pentacene and rr-P3HT donor materials respectively.

We surmise that such redox

reactions at the interlayer-donor material interface yield a region of de-doped, and thus
insulating, e-P3HT material near the e-P3HT|donor interface which impedes charge
transport and collection. When the high IP donor material TiOPc is utilized in
conjunction with optimized e-P3HT interlayers, Fermi-level pinning does not occur and
thus we do not observe this adverse de-doping effect.
The evolution into the Fermi-level pinning regime with increasing anode work
function and an hypothesized mechanism for the corresponding e-P3HT de-doping
process are illustrated in Figure 3.1, demonstrating the progressive impact of increasing
the work function of the modified electrode beyond the polaronic pinning level of the
adjacent donor material. Such de-doping at interlayers, and interfaces in general, may
explain low OPV performance observed in devices, both here and elsewhere, that might
otherwise seem to be optimal based simply on comparisons of work function and HOMO
or IP levels of the donor materials themselves. These observations thus suggest design
rules for both hole-harvesting and electron-harvesting interlayer materials in a broad
range of OPV platforms.
Results and Discussion
Utilizing ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (UPS) and previously described
protocols,19,22-24 the frontier electronic energy levels of the isolated electrodes and the as
deposited photoactive organic semiconductors were measured and summarized in Figure
3.2. All UPS results are presented in term of binding energy (BE) calculated from the
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Figure 3.1: (a-e) Progression from ideal Schottky-Mott-like interface for “low” work function electrode to
interfaces demonstrating significant Fermi-level pinning and interface dipoles by use of “high” work
function electrodes. f) Expanded view of polymer modified electrode-donor material interface exemplified
in cases (a) and (b), demonstrating that with “low” work function anode, Fermi-level pinning is not
observed and de-doping of the polymer electrode does not occur. g) Illustration of the work function
measured for the electrode-photoactive material composite for the progression illustrated in cases a-e.
Ideally illustrates a slope parameter equal to 1 when the anode work function is less than the pinning level
and a slope parameter of 0 when the anode work function is greater than or equal to the pinning level. h)
Expanded view of polymer electrode-photoactive material interface exemplified in cases (d) and (e,)
demonstrating reductive de-doping of the polymer electrode which yields an insulating depletion region
and impedes charge transport and collection.
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absolute kinetic energy measured by the spectrometer as:
(

)

(

)

(

)

where KE is the measured kinetic energy, PE is the photon energy of the He I lamp and
DC is the accelerating bias applied to substrate with respect to the detector to enhance
detection of electrons emitted with low kinetic energy. We ascribe the low BE onset of
the HOMO peaks/features to the HOMO cutoff = ionization potential, IP. The work
function values for the electrodes were found by utilizing the Fermi-level of the
spectrometer, referenced as 0 eV, and assuming Fermi-level alignment is maintained
between the spectrometer and the sample. Thus the work functions were calculated by:
(

)

(

)

(

)

where WF is the calculated work function value, PE and DC are as defined in Equation
3-1, and HBE is the high binding energy edge observed in the spectrum. The IP values
were determined from the electronic kinetic energy corresponding to the onset of the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) feature of each photoactive material.
While e-P3HT is capable of yielding stable work function values ranging from 4.4
to 5.2 eV, its conductivity varies significantly over this range. As demonstrated
previously, a specific electrochemical polymerization and doping protocol can be
followed to achieve e-P3HT interlayers with optimal electrical properties.13 In previous
work utilizing e-P3HT “hole-only” devices, where the work function was varied over the
entire range, a distinct maximum in the conductivity of the e-P3HT materials
corresponded to a work function value of 5.0 eV (not shown). Thus, in this work all OPV
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and diode-like devices utilize this single, optimized protocol which yields e-P3HTmodified electrodes possessing this 5.0 eV work function.
Figure 3.3 exemplifies the potential for enhanced OPV performance by utilizing
e-P3HT versus PEDOT:PSS-modified electrodes, where dark and illuminated currentvoltage responses for planar heterojunction OPVs, in conjunction with a high IP donor
material, TiOPc (IP = 5.2 eV), are illustrated. For this system, the higher work function
e-P3HT-modified electrodes facilitate enhancements in all relevant OPV device
parameters relative to the devices utilizing PEDOT:PSS-modified electrodes; open-circuit
voltages of 0.621 V versus 0.609 V, short-circuit current densities of 6.58 mA-cm-2
versus 5.21 mA-cm-2, and fill-factors of 49 % versus 40 % respectively.
In order to confirm that we are making sufficient PEDOT:PSS interlayers to
compare to the e-P3HT interlayers in OPVs, we also built and characterized layered
“hole-only” structures composed of ITO, e-P3HT or PEDOT:PSS, and platinum as
depicted in Figure 3.4. For characterization of the “hole-only” devices, no photoactive
materials were deposited on top of the interlayers and direct physical and electrical
contact was made from above the interlayer with a 1 mm radius platinum disk electrode.
The nearly indistinguishable non-illuminated current-voltage responses presented in
Figure 3.4 provide evidence that the observed deviations in OPV performance, in
response to the use of different interlayers, is not simply due to differences in intrinsic
series resistance of the interlayers or inadequate processing technique of the
PEDOT:PSS.
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Figure 3.3: TiOPc-C60 planar heterojunction OPV current-voltage responses under simulated AM_1.5g
solar conditions, utilizing either e-P3HT or PEDOT:PSS interlayer; a) linear current-voltage response plot,
b) semi-log current-voltage response plot, and c) illustrates the layered architecture utilized to attain these
responses. Results represent the median device response of eight samples. The deep HOMO level of
TiOPc does not facilitate de-doping of the e-P3HT and thus enhanced OPV performance is observed
relative to PEDOT:PSS electrodes, where e-P3HT’s larger work function induces a larger built-in electric
field. “Applied Potential” corresponds to the voltage of the ITO with respect to the Al.
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Figure 3.4: Non-illuminated “hole-only” current voltage responses utilizing Pt as a high work function top
electrode in order to not de-dope the e-P3HT interlayer. Results represent median response from three
samples probed at multiple locations. Markers represent data points, lines represent second-order
polynomial fit presented in the legend. Results demonstrate that e-P3HT and PEDOT:PSS both function
well and nearly equivalent as hole-transport materials in these structures. “Applied Potential” corresponds
to the voltage of the ITO with respect to the Pt.
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Contrasting this enhancement observed utilizing e-P3HT-modified electrodes in
the TiOPc-based OPVs, Figure 3.5 presents dark and illuminated current-voltage
responses of rr-P3HT:PCBM blended heterojunction OPVs, again utilizing both e-P3HT
and PEDOT:PSS interlayers. While the OPVs utilizing PEDOT:PSS interlayers exhibit a
typical response for this well-studied architecture,25 the OPVs utilizing e-P3HT
interlayers demonstrate poor performance, with greatly suppressed photocurrents (0.30
mA-cm-2 versus 10.36 mA-cm-2 for PEDOT:PSS-modified electrodes) and unremarkable
power conversion efficiencies of less than 0.1%. We hypothesize that this complete
reversal in performance from that described above to be a result of reductive de-doping of
the e-P3HT interlayer near the e-P3HT|photoactive material interface. Assuming that this
de-doping process occurs, we anticipate the subsequent formation of an insulating
domain within the e-P3HT interlayer, existing near the e-P3HT|photoactive material
interface, which functions to impede charge transport and collection.
Differences in electrochemical potential across material junctions reflect a nonequilibrium condition and thus spontaneous charge transfer events are common for
achieving equilibrium. Analogues for OPVs in which this process is well established are
silicon-based p-n homojunctions, where the equilibration process between the p- and ntype materials induces a depletion region and built-in electric field in the vicinity of the
homojunction. Similarly, we expect reductive reactions at the e-P3HT interface when its
Fermi-level is greater than the polaronic pinning level of adjacent materials. Consistent
with other UPS studies,18 we have observed the polaronic pinning level of rr-P3HT to
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P3HT/PCBM
e-P3HT or PEDOT:PSS
ITO
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B)

Figure 3.5: P3HT:PCBM blended heterojunction OPV current-voltage responses under AM_1.5g
simulated solar conditions, utilizing either e-P3HT or PEDOT:PSS interlayer; a) linear current-voltage
response where the inset illustrates the material set architecture utilized to attain these results and b) is the
semi-log current-voltage response. Results represent median device response of twelve samples. Dedoping of the e-P3HT by the adjacent rr-P3HT induces a resistive insulating region which impedes charge
collection, reflected by the poor device performance utilizing e-P3HT relative to the typical response
obtained with the PEDOT:PSS interlayer. “Applied Potential” corresponds to the voltage of the ITO with
respect to the LiF/Al.
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exist ca. 0.7 eV less than the energetic onset corresponding to the HOMO feature as
illustrated in Figure 3.6. Thus for rr-P3HT systems, some degree of Fermi-level pinning
behavior may be expected with an electrode possessing a work function value greater
than 4.5 eV. Since the e-P3HT interlayers utilized here are intentionally oxidatively
doped in order to achieve their optimal conductivity, corresponding to a work function
value of 5.0 eV, we surmise that this reductive equilibration process occurs and functions
to reductively de-dope the e-P3HT, yielding an insulating barrier for charge transport; a
conjecture supported by the effective "turn-on" barrier observed in the “hole-only”
device, composed of ITO|e-P3HT or PEDOT:PSS|rr-P3HT|Hg, and depicted in Figure
3.7.
Previous work has demonstrated that even very thin films (< 20 nm) of un-doped
e-P3HT are highly insulating and hinder charge transport.13 We assume this “turn-on”
voltage (observed at ca. 0.6 V in Figure 3.7) to reflect the magnitude of an effective builtin voltage developed at the e-P3HT|rr-P3HT interface. For charge transport to occur, we
posit that this effective “turn-on” voltage is necessary to either overcome the potential
barrier induced at the e-P3HT|rr-P3HT interface and/or to “re-dope” the e-P3HT,
returning it to a conductive state. This adverse excessive-work-function effect has also
been witnessed in a previous study using -conjugated polymer electrodes; however, that
report made only passing reference to the possibility that the effect was due to redox
chemistry.17 Based on the lower work function of the PEDOT:PSS-modified electrodes,
extensive Fermi-level pinning is not expected to occur at the PEDOT:PSS|rr-P3HT
interface; thus averting formation of thoroughly insulating domains.
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Figure 3.7: “Hole-only” current-voltage responses, utilizing either e-P3HT or PEDT:PSS interlayer and
demonstrating a “turn-on” barrier induced by the de-doping of the e-P3HT due to its Fermi-level being
deeper than the polaronic pinning level of the adjacent rr-P3HT. Results represent median device response
of six samples. “Applied Potential” corresponds to the voltage of the ITO with respect to Hg. The top
inset illustrates the material set architecture utilized to attain these results and the bottom inset zooms in on
the lower applied potential regions.
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While the principles discussed above are readily acknowledged, there surprisingly
exist nominal reports of such adverse contact effects occurring in OPVs.17 Conversely, it
is commonly assumed that increasing the anode work function is favorable and, at worst,
provides diminishing returns beyond a certain limit, with adverse impacts rarely
considered. Figure 3.1 illustrates an hypothesized mechanism for the de-doping of the eP3HT interlayer at the e-P3HT|rr-P3HT interface, which is exasperated by further
increasing the e-P3HT work function beyond the polaronic pinning level of the adjacent
photoactive material. It emphasizes the idea that once the Fermi-level of the adjacent
electrode-interlayer combination (i.e. modified electrode) is increased beyond the
polaronic pinning level, typically residing well within the measured HOMO-LUMO gap,
the system Fermi-level becomes pinned at a fixed energetic offset from the measured
onset of the HOMO level of the photoactive material.

Thus further increasing the

electrode work function no longer effects the magnitude of the barrier, but continues to
induce increases in local vacuum level shift across the interface; indicative of interfacial
charge transfer reactions. The impacts induced by such a progression in electrode work
function are illustrated in Figures 3-1a-e. Additionally, in response to the adverse
behavior induced by use of modified electrodes with excessive work function values, we
wish to express concern that this effect has potentially gone unnoticed and promising
OPV-relevant photoactive materials have thus been prematurely rejected for
incommensurate reasons.
The occurrence of Fermi-level pinning at the e-P3HT|rr-P3HT interface is
corroborated utilizing UPS, with the results summarized in Figure 3.6. Here we see that
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the 0.7 eV hole-injection barrier (i.e. energetic offset between the Fermi-level and the
onset of the HOMO feature of the rr-P3HT) from e-P3HT into rr-P3HT remains invariant
to the systematic increase in e-P3HT work function (i.e. Φe-P3HT increased from 4.8 eV to
5.0 eV to 5.2 eV), is evidence for existing in the Fermi-level pinning regime. This
contrasts the behavior observed for high IP donor molecules, where a deep polaronic
pinning level is assumed as well, in which increases in the work function of the e-P3HT
serve to reduce the hole-injection barrier between the e-P3HT and adjacent donor
material (see below). The lack of change in hole-injection barrier between the e-P3HT
and rr-P3HT is evidence for Fermi-level pinning.
In addition to observing evidence for e-P3HT de-doping by rr-P3HT in both
“hole-only” devices and blended-heterojunction OPVs, we observed similar behavior
using e-P3HT interlayers within vacuum deposited, planar heterojunction OPVs utilizing
pentacene as the donor material. The dark and illuminated current-voltage responses of
the pentacene-based OPVs, utilizing both e-P3HT and PEDOT:PSS interlayers, are
presented in Figure 3.8. While the use of e-P3HT interlayers in the pentacene-based
OPVs is not as deleterious as was with rr-P3HT, the PEDOT:PSS interlayers yield OPVs
that again outperform those utilizing e-P3HT-modified electrodes; where nearly
equivalent open-circuit voltages of 0.31 V are achieved, but the OPVs utilizing
PEDOT:PSS versus e-P3HT achieve short-circuit current densities of 10.40 mA-cm-2
versus 8.20 mA-cm-2, and power conversion efficiencies of 1.8 % versus 1.2 %
respectively. Utilizing the same line of reasoning as above, in response to the relatively
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Figure 3.8: Pentacene-C60 planar heterojunction OPV current-voltage responses under simulated AM_1.5g
solar conditions, utilizing either e-P3HT or PEDOT:PSS interlayer; a) linear current-voltage response b)
the semi-log current-voltage response, and c) illustrates the layered material set architecture utilized to
attain these results. Results represent median device response of six samples. Device performance is
degraded with e-P3HT modified electrodes relative to PEDOT:PSS modified electrodes as a consequence
of more significant Fermi-level pinning induced by the higher work function of e-P3HT, again de-doping
the e-P3HT and inducing an insulating region. “Applied Potential” corresponds to the voltage of the ITO
with respect to the Al.
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low IP of pentacene, we again expect spontaneous electron transfer from the pentacene to
the e-P3HT interlayer; de-doping the e-P3HT and yielding an insulating region near the
e-P3HT|pentacene interface. Utilizing UPS, Figure 3.9 demonstrates evidence of Fermilevel pinning and significant interfacial charge transfer, evidenced by the significant and
increasing vacuum level shifts with increasing e-P3HT work function. Where the 0.5 eV
hole-injection barrier (i.e. energetic offset between the Fermi-level and the onset of the
HOMO feature of the pentacene) from e-P3HT into pentacene again remains invariant to
the systematic increase in e-P3HT work function (i.e. Φe-P3HT increased from 4.8 eV to
5.0 eV to 5.2 eV). In contrast, a smaller vacuum level shift (ca. 0.4 eV, not shown) is
observed at the PEDOT:PSS|pentacene interface suggesting milder pinning effects.
Interestingly, the non-zero interface dipole observed at the PEDOT:PSS|pentacene
interface indicates that this interface may be compromised as well, and will be addressed
in future work.
Collectively, our PES and OPV device characterization results demonstrate a
correlation between Fermi-level pinning at e-P3HT|donor material interfaces and adverse
effects on OPV performance. Supporting this correlation, Figure 3.10 summarizes our
PES study of the e-P3HT|TiOPc interface, which was already demonstrated to yield
enhanced OPV device performance in comparison to use of PEDOT:PSS interalyers. By
inspection of Figure 3.10 it appears that the onset of Fermi-level pinning occurs with an
electrode work function of ca. 5.0 eV, and thus this suggests a maximum work function
value allowed for the e-P3HT modified-electrodes before adverse de-doping effects
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Figure 3.9: UPS data demonstrating Fermi-level pinning behavior at the e-P3HT|pentacene interface. The
work function of the e-P3HT is increased from 4.8 eV (a) to 5.0 eV (b) to 5.2 eV (c) and the injection
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pentacene, remains fixed at 0.5 eV. The solid line represents the UPS data for the bare e-P3HT films and
the broken lines are with the addition of 5 nm of pentacene.
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would begin to occur. We constructed OPV devices utilizing 5.2 eV work function eP3HT-modified electrodes in conjunction with TiOPc, but could not achieve consistent
results (not shown). We surmise this to be a combination of the de-doping effect as
expected for work functions larger than 5.0 eV and, as found previously, reduction in
electrical performance of the e-P3HT interlayers when doped to a level to achieve a work
function greater than 5.0 eV. Thus we presume that the e-P3HT-modified electrodes are
essentially optimized for OPVs utilizing TiOPc as the donor material.
Conclusions and Outlook
In conclusion, we have compared the use of e-P3HT and PEDOT:PSS-modified
electrodes in both OPV and “hole-only” devices and demonstrated both advantageous
and adverse consequences for each, predominantly from the perspective of differences in
work function values.

We have observed that increasing the work function of the

electrode-interlayer combination can facilitate enhancement in OPV device performance,
but only up to a limit: this limit being reflected by the polaronic pinning level of the
adjacent photoactive material. When the work function is increased beyond this pinning
level, we have observed a significant reduction in OPV device performance.

We

conjecture that by devising e-P3HT|photoactive material junctions in which reductive dedoping of the e-P3HT interlayer is spontaneous, insulating depletion regions are formed
which impede charge transport and collection. Contrasting previous studies, we have
demonstrated significant work function dependence to exist beyond the value reflecting
the onset of Fermi-level pinning.1,21 However, we do not consider this observation of
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adverse effects in OPVs to serve as global criterion for contacts. Instead we view it as
complementary to other studies and hope that it encourages further study.
Regardless of the adverse effects observed in this work, which we
conjecture are a consequence of excessive work function values, we deem further study
of this condition is required before making generalized conclusions. Considering other
recent works, we can also rationalize that operating in the Fermil-level pinning regime
could potentially enhance OPV performance.26

While injection barriers become

approximately invariant to increasing anode work function in the Fermi-level pinning
regime, the magnitude of the induced interface dipole continues to vary with work
function. In a charge injection study performed with organic light emitting diodes
(OLEDs), evidence for forming advantageous “δ-hole-doped interfaces” utilizing
polymer electrodes in the Fermi-level pinning regime was presented; where also using conjugated polymer anodes, orders of magnitude increases in current density with
increasing electrode work function beyond pinning levels are reported.26

By

systematically increasing the anode work function beyond the pinning level, generation
of surface polaron densities greater than a few 1011 cm-2 was attributed to enhanced
charge carrier injection. This specific surface polaron density was found to represent a
critical lower limit for achieving an Ohmic contact. Regardless of the charge injection
barrier being pinned, remarkable enhancements in injection efficiency were still obtained
with increasing anode work function. These enhancements were attributed to “bandlike
surface polaron clustering”26 and provisions for less energy intensive multi-hop pathways
into the material bulk.
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In our own studies of electrode heterogeneity and contact effects

we have

demonstrated and conjectured that implementing idealized interlayers, providing similar
functionality as the above mentioned ”δ-hole-doped interfaces”, could yield significant
enhancement in OPV device performance.

We have demonstrated that implementing

such interlayers mitigate much of the negative effects induced by the ubiquitous electrical
heterogeneity occurring with transparent conducting electrodes.10

The interlayer

functions to enhance the charge collection process by fostering rapid in-plane migration
and enabling charges to discover less obstructed entrance into the electrode bulk. Thus it
seems plausible that induced “δ-hole-doped interfaces,” minus the insulating depletion
regions described in this work, should function as ideal interlayers and enhance OPV
device performance. Clearly, further studies are warranted and necessary to understand
the mechanisms involved.
Experimental
e-P3HT Electrodes –as developed by Ratcliff et al.13
Chemicals:3-hexylthiophene (3-HT), 3-thiophene acetic acid (3-TAA) and
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAHFP) were used as purchased (Aldrich).
Substrate preparation: Indium tin oxide (ITO) on glass was purchased from
Colorado Concept Coating, LLC, with a sheet resistance of ca. 15 Ω·□-1 and a film
thickness of ~200 nm. The ITO was cut into 1 in. squares and cleaned in detergent
(diluted Triton X-100) followed by successive sonication in 50:50 ethanol/DI water and
pure ethanol. Slides were then briefly etched using a 57% HI/water solution (Aldrich).
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ITO electrodes were exposed to the acid solution for approximately 10 seconds, followed
by rinsing with Millipore water while using a spin coater (Integrated Technologies Inc.)
at 4000 rpm. These acid-activated ITO slides were then immediately soaked in ~10 mM
solutions of 3-TAA in acetonitrile for 24 hours, rinsed with acetonitrile and dried under a
stream of nitrogen.
Electrochemistry: e-P3HT films were electrochemically deposited using a series
of potential steps with a CH1030A potentiostat (CH Instruments, Inc., Austin, TX). A
standard three electrode set-up was used (electroactive area = 0.76 cm2), with the
activated, 3-TAA-modified ITO working electrode directly across from a counter
electrode, which was generally a second piece of ITO, versus a Ag+ (0.01 M AgNO3, 0.1
M TBAHFP, CH3CN)/Ag reference electrode (Bioanalytical Systems). An initial “carpet
layer” of e-P3HT was deposited by stepping the ITO potential to +1.4 V for 0.5 seconds,
followed by stepping back to +1.35 V for 10-25 seconds, in a 10 mM solution of 3hexylthiophene in 0.1 M TBAHFP in acetonitrile.

Chronocoulometry was enlisted

during e-P3HT growth to monitor film thickness. Film thicknesses of ~30 nm, confirmed
via atomic force microscopy, were found to yield the optimal combination of
performance and reproducibility. e-P3HT films were subsequently electrochemically
doped by first removing all solution from the cell, rinsing the entire cell with copious
amounts of acetonitrile, and then refilling the cell with only electrolyte (0.1 M TBAHFP
in acetonitrile). Optimally doped films were achieved by applying a potential of to +0.6
V for 180 seconds. e-P3HT electrodes were then removed, rinsed with acetonitrile, and
annealed at 150⁰ C for 10 minutes under an argon environment before being used.
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PEDOT:PSS Electrodes
Indium tin oxide (ITO) on glass was purchased from Colorado Concept Coating,
LLC, with a sheet resistance of ca. 15 Ω·□-1 and a film thickness of ~200 nm. The ITO
was cut into 1 in. squares and cleaned in detergent (diluted Triton X-100) followed by
successive sonication in 50:50 ethanol/DI water and pure ethanol.

Samples were

removed from ethanol, and dried in a stream of N2 gas before being spin-coated
(Integrated Technologies, Inc.) with PEDOT:PSS (HC Stark, Clevios P). PEDOT:PSS
was filtered through a 0.45 um PTFE filter and spin-cast at 3300 rpm for 1 minute. The
PEDOT:PSS electrodes were annealed at 150⁰ C for 10 minutes under an argon
environment. This process yielded films with thicknesses of ~30 nm confirmed via
atomic force microscopy.
Vacuum Deposited Devices
Chemicals: Titanyl phthalocyanine (TiOPc), C60, and pentacene (Aldrich) were
all triply sublimed, using a custom train sublimation system, bathocuproine (Aldrich) was
sublimed twice and lithium fluoride (LiF, Aldrich) was used as received. All molecules
were thoroughly degassed in the vacuum system prior to use. Aluminum top contacts
(Alfa Aesar) were deposited with 99.999% rated material.
Vacuum Deposition: A custom high vacuum deposition system was used to
fabricate the various organic test cells used in this study. All molecules used in vacuum
deposition were loaded into a Knudsen cell type system and deposited at pressures equal
to or lower than 9 x 10-7 Torr. Thin films were deposited at a rate of approximately 1 Åsec-1, measured with a 10 MHz quartz crystal microbalance (QCM-Newark) and a
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frequency monitor (Agilent, model 53131A). Top contacts were deposited via thermal
evaporation and measured with a 6 MHz QCM (Tangydine) and a frequency monitor
(Inficon, model 758-500-G1).
Solution Processed Devices
Bulk Heterojunctions: In atmosphere, a 1,2 dichlorobenzene solution composed
of 1:1 wt% P3HT:PCBM (Aldrich, 50 mg-ml-1 total) was sonicated at 60oC for at least 3
hours before being used. This blend solution was spun-cast (Integrated Technologies,
Inc.) at 600 rpm for 1 minute at room temperature. The blend layer was then transferred
to a hot plate and annealed at 110 oC for 12 minutes under an argon environment.
Subsequently, these devices were transferred to vacuum chamber for top electrode
deposition.
“Hole-only” Devices: In atmosphere, a 1,2 dichlorobenzene solution composed
20 mg-ml-1 of rr-P3HT (Aldrich) was sonicated at 60oC for at least 3 hours before being
used. This blend solution was spun-cast (Integrated Technologies, Inc.) at rates between
600-3000 rpm (depending on desired thickness) for 1 minute at room temperature. The
substrate was then transferred to a hot plate and annealed at 110 oC for 12 minutes under
an argon environment. Subsequently, these devices were transferred to vacuum chamber
for top electrode deposition or transferred to “hole-only” test structure where a pressure
contact of platinum or mercury was utilized for the top electrode.
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Device Characterization
OPVs: For testing devices, a custom made current-voltage (J-V) system was used
to test six devices per substrate. Device area used in this publication for all J-V curves is
0.125 cm2. J-V measurements were performed in a nitrogen filled glovebox (Mbraun
Labmaster) where water and oxygen levels were below 0.1ppm. A 300W Xenon arc lamp
(Newport) that is current controlled was used as the light source. The beam path from the
source to the sample was filtered using an AM 1.5 Filter (Melles Griot) to simulate the
solar spectrum. The filtered light was then optically diffused using an engineered diffuser
with an output of 40 degrees (Newport). The power density at the surface of the devices
were tuned with a flat response thermopile (Newport) and cross checked with a calibrated
silicon photodiode (Newport – Model 818-SL with OD3 Attenuator) to get 100mW-cm-2.
The potential applied to the device was swept using a source meter (Keithley 2400) and
in-house software control (National Instruments Labview 8.2). The potential was swept
from -1.00 V to 1.50 V using a 5.00 mV step starting from the negative potential.
“Hole-only”: A custom made sandwich cell was constructed with a 0.1 cm2 in
the top for either direct contact to the active layer with a 1 mm2 platinum wire or through
100 uL of mercury also contacted with a platinum wire. The bottom ITO electrode was
contacted by gold header pins inserted in the sandwich cell.

The current-voltage

responses were then measured using a potentiostat (CH Instruments, Inc., Austin, TX).
Photoemission Spectroscopy
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS-Al K𝛼 X-rays at 1486.6 eV) and UVphotoelectron spectroscopy (UPS – He I excitation at 21.2 eV) were used to probe the
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interfaces in a Kratos Axis-Ultra spectrophotometer. For UPS measurements, the sample
was biased at -9.0 volts to enable measurement of low kinetic energy electrons in the
UPS data. The spot size was 300 μm by 700 μm for XPS and 1mm by 3mm for UPS
measurements. The work function of clean Au (Alfa Aesar) was verified to be ca. 5.1 eV,
and the kinetic energy (KE) of the Au Fermi edge was frequently measured to ensure
instrument calibration. All ITO|organic and conductive polymer|organic heterojunctions
were assumed to achieve electronic equilibrium between the sample and the
spectrometer, i.e. the Fermi energy for the ITO substrate was at the same absolute KE as
for clean Au.
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CHAPTER 4: UTILIZING METAL-INSULATOR-SEMICONDUCTOR CAPACITOR
(MIS-C) DEVICES TO PROBE THE DARK CURRENT CONTRIBUTION OF A
SINGLE INTERFACE IN ORGANIC PHOTOVOLTAICS
Introduction
Due to their potential as low cost alternatives to conventional crystalline silicon
for solar energy conversion, organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have attracted great interest
over the past 25 years and power conversion efficiency values for OPVs have steadily
increased, now exceeding 10 %.1 The demand for further improvement necessitates even
better understanding and control of all critical photovoltaic processes. For example,
processes that facilitate “leakage” or “shunt” currents, which are a source for excessive
dark currents in OPV devices, adversely affect OPV device performance and must be
identified and suppressed.2,3

While this work focuses on dark current observed

specifically in organic-based photovoltaic systems, excessive dark current is a ubiquitous
problem encompassing all photovoltaic solar energy conversion architectures: crystalline
and amorphous silicon,2-5 dye-sensitized solar cells,6,7 and thin-film alternatives such as
Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) or CdTe systems.2,3 Excessive dark current is detrimental to OPV
device performance and thus mandates both recognition and the ability to understand and
manage its originations.2,3
Electrode-organic semiconductor contacts can facilitate “leakage” or “shunt”
current pathways in OPVs and an understanding of, and ability to suppress, these
parasitic pathways is essential in order to optimize power conversion efficiencies.
Leakage processes are typically investigated with intact and complete OPV devices,
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operated in the unilluminated and reverse bias regime where, due to large potential
barriers for injection, the thermionic emission-like injection current is largely suppressed.
Thus reverse-biased steady-state current is limited to transport through leakage pathways
and thermally activated reverse saturation current processes occurring at donor-acceptor
interfaces (i.e. thermal excitation of electrons from the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) of the donor material into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of
the acceptor material). Since observed reverse-bias dark current densities are typically 45 orders of magnitude larger than predicted solely from ideal reverse saturation processes
in OPVs, leakage current is likely significant.2,3,8 Leakage pathways often inherently
exist in organic semiconducting films,9 but interfaces and electrode contacts can also
induce formation of additional leakage pathways and facilitate access to existing
pathways,9-11 thus the ability to directly observe contributions to the total dark current by
an individual interface would be beneficial.

Utilizing purely macroscopic electrical

characterization methods, in this work we effectively enable in situ characterization of
the contributions from a single electrode contact.
We employ the metal-insulator-semiconductor capacitor (MIS-C) architecture,
composed of intact OPV device sub-structures, in order to isolate the contribution to the
overall leakage processes from a single electrode-organic semiconductor contact.
Utilizing impedance spectroscopy to probe OPV-relevant MIS-C devices, individual
electrode-organic contacts are characterized and modified in order to mitigate
contributions induced by the contact to the reverse-bias dark current in intact OPV
devices. Specific to this work, where we consider planar heterojunction OPVs composed
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of ITO-ClInPc-C60-Al (tin-doped indium oxide, indium (III) phthalocyanine chloride,
fullerene C60, and aluminum respectively), we utilize MIS-C devices to observe the
impacts of modifications made exclusively to the ITO-ClInPc contact. By solvent
annealing only the first few monolayers of the ClInPc deposited onto the ITO electrode, a
significant reduction in the apparent leakage pathways is observed relative to the asdeposited ClInPc-based MIS-C devices. In this work, devices utilizing solvent annealed
contacts are referred to as “solvent-annealed” devices, while devices utilizing unmodified
contacts are referred to as “as-deposited” devices. Preserving this contact modification
into the fully integrated OPV, solvent-annealed contacts yield devices which demonstrate
significantly reduced reverse-bias dark currents (greater than one order of magnitude
reduction at -1V, see Results and Discussion) and also exhibit relative enhancements in
power conversion efficiency of ca. 12%.
The current-voltage response of an OPV is frequently justified and modeled with
a modified Shockley diode equation:8,12-15
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where J is the net current density; J0 accounts for the thermally activated dark current
density; q is the electron charge; k is Boltzmann’s constant; T is the temperature; β
accounts for deviation from ideal Shockley diode and reflects the effective order of
recombination in the system;12 V is the voltage difference applied across the device; RSA
and RPA reflect the typically voltage dependent2,3 series and parallel shunt resistances
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respectively; A is the geometric cell area; JPH is the voltage-dependent photocurrent
generated within the OPV; and JREC is the recombination current density which is often
assumed to remain constant in response to varying light intensity12 and importantly, in the
forward bias regime, opposes the photocurrent density, JPH.

Equation 4-1 implies that

under steady-state operating conditions, an OPV functions under a voltage dependent
kinetic balance between generation and recombination processes, corresponding to J PH
and JREC respectively. If it is assumed that the processes underpinning JPH and JREC are
independent, Equation 4-1 implies that minimizing JREC is amenable for enhancing solar
energy conversion efficiency.
For ideal Shockley diode-like systems, where RS = 0, RP = infinity, J0 arises
solely because of thermal charge generation over a single and well defined energy barrier
between donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO energy levels, β is 1.0, and perfectly Ohmic
and “clean” electrode-photoactive material contacts are achieve, thereby exhibiting
Schottky-Mott limit behavior,16 Equation 4-1 simplifies to:
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for which theory describing JREC is well established.16,17 Thus non-idealities typically
necessitate the use of Equation 4-1 (non-ideal), in lieu of Equation 4-2 (ideal), to describe
observed OPV current-voltage responses. Parasitic shunt pathways, composed of gap
states resulting from impurities, redox reactions, metal-induced states, and band-tail
states which are inherently characteristic of disordered organic semiconducting films,
represent a source of such non-ideality10,18-21 and are commonly revealed as finite values
of RP and amplified values of β and J0.2,3,8
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Undesirable consequences of excessive leakage processes on photovoltaic performance
are exemplified in Figure 4.1. The simulated current-voltage responses are generated
using Equation 4-1, where the parameter values employed to generate both the “low dark
current” and “high dark current” current-voltage responses are also tabulated in Figure
4.1. In this example, it is assumed that the parasitic processes can be switched on for the
“leaky” OPV which function to decrease the shunt resistance term (RP) to a finite value
and to amplify the value of the J0 term. Assuming an AM1.5G incident solar spectrum,
reductions in the absolute power conversion efficiency of 4 % (or a 59% relative
reduction), open-circuit voltage (0.52 V versus 0.27 V), and fill-factor (66.0 % versus
47.5 %) are observed. In this example JPH is assumed constant, and thus the short-circuit
current density is equivalent for both simulated devices, but it has been demonstrated that
even a small fraction of impurities in the OPV active materials, which could also function
as sources of leakage pathways, can enhance recombination and significantly deteriorate
the photocurrent density (JPH) as well.22-24 There is additional concern and evidence for
microscopic leakage pathways enabling current filamentation to exist, characterized by
very large current densities due to the microscopic volume of the conduction pathways
utilized, which induce Joule heating and are thus destructive to photoactive materials in
the vicinity.9,25
Energetic disorder is typically considered to be a property inherent to OPV
relevant disordered organic semiconductor films, and bulk charge transport rates are
typically dictated by the extent of energetic disorder.9,26-32

Thus understanding and
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Figure 4.1: Simulated OPV current-voltage responses utilizing the modified Shockley diode model
(Equation 4-1) where the J0 and RP parameters are varied to demonstrate the loss in power conversion
efficiency between a desirable OPV (denoted “Low Dark Current”) and an OPV demonstrating excessive
dark current (denoted “High Dark Current”). a Open-circuit voltage . b Short-circuit current density. c Fill
factor. d Simulated power conversion efficiency under AM1.5G illumination. e Shunt resistance. f Reverse
saturation current density. Simulated responses were obtained utilizing Equation 4-1 with the parameters
listed and: n = 2.0, JPH = 20 mA-cm-2 and Rs = 1 Ω·cm2.
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controlling this variability is paramount for OPV development, but in this work we solely
focus on the role of electrode contacts in facilitating disorder, broadening of energetic
distributions of states, and inducing new densities of states; all of which can facilitate
leakage pathways and excessive dark current. Several recent studies have suggested that
electrode contacts may induce mid-gap or surface states,33 facilitate chemical
reactions/interactions at the contacts which support full or partial charge transfer,34,35 or
induce a broadening or tailing in the energetic distribution of states which facilitates
enhanced forward bias injection.10 Energetic disorder at electrode-organic semiconductor
contacts has been recognized by the organic light emitting diode (OLED) community for
some time; it has even been described as essential for achieving sufficient injection of
charge carriers and necessary to rationalize the observed magnitudes of injected current
densities.10,36-41 The idea is that additional energetic disorder induced near the contact
reflects a greater density of electronic states existing deep into the transport gap; thus
pathways exist for injection from the electrode into the HOMO-/LUMO-transport level of
the organic semiconductor via multiple smaller energetic “hops” instead of requiring the
excess energy to overcome the entire potential barrier in a single step.10,37
Figure 4.2A summarizes the potential processes which collectively yield the
excessive reverse-bias dark currents typically observed in planar heterojunction OPV
devices, and Figures 4.2B-E expand the individual processes compiled in Figure 4.2A.
While a similar and equally important set of processes can also occur at the cathode-
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Figure 4.2: A) Illustration of potential sources of dark current involving the donor component of an OPV,
at the hole-collection contact, in the reverse-bias regime, processes which are detailed individually in B-E.
A comparable set of processes are possible for acceptor component at the electron collecting contact. B)
injection (via thermionic emission) over a potential barrier defined by the difference in the work function of
the electrode and the electron transport (LUMO) level of the donor. C) Enhanced electron injection
facilitated by the presence of a progression of transport levels which arise from broadening of the donor
material LUMO level, enabling multiple small hops into the transport level D) leakage/shunt pathways
through “gap-states” which originate from trace decomposition products or doped states, and/or adsorption
of ambient gases accompanied by partial charge transfer E) Thermally activated charge transfer from donor
to acceptor components in the OPV which is facilitated by broadening of both the donor transport HOMO
and acceptor transport LUMO levels, the consequence of which is lowering of the energy barrier for charge
transfer across the donor-acceptor interface.
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acceptor contact, we only illustrate the anode-donor contact processes here. Figure 4.2B
illustrates the thermionic emission-like electron injection process over a potential barrier
defined by the difference in the work function of the anode and the electron LUMOtransport level of the adjacent donor material (assuming an ideal Schottky-Mott
interface).

Figure 4.2C illustrates the enhanced electron injection process which is

facilitated by the presence of a broad distribution of accessible electronic states. Such a
distribution of states enables electrons to reach the donor’s LUMO-transport level
through multiple smaller hops in lieu of the single large excitation required for the
process illustrated in Figure 4.2B.10,11,37 Figure 4.2D illustrates leakage pathways,
composed of mid-gap states due to impurities, grain boundaries, chemical reactions, and
adventitious doping,42 existing through the bulk of the organic semiconducting material.
Such mid-gap states can facilitate charge transport without utilizing the assumed HOMO/LUMO-transport levels of the photoactive materials.

Figure 4.2E illustrates a

mechanism which can enhance the effective J0 process (i.e. thermal activation of
electrons from the HOMO of the donor material into the LUMO of the acceptor material)
through a broadening in both donor HOMO and acceptor LUMO energy levels; the
consequence being a reduced thermal activation barrier. It is these processes detailed in
Figures 4.2C-E which facilitate excessive dark currents in OPVs and thus need to be
understood and controlled.
While Figure 4.2 demonstrated potential means in which gap-states can facilitate
excessive reverse-bias dark currents typically observed in OPV devices, Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3: Hypothesis for, impacts of, and experimental measurements of the characteristic electronic
energetic distribution for organic semiconductors. A) Hypothesized illustration by Kera et al. 19 which
describes how the orientation of the individual crystalline domains, with respect to each other as well as the
underlying substrate, achieve different screening and polarization energies. Where the ensemble of this
sub-populations lead to the broad overall spectrum typically observed. B) Illustration by Baldo et al. 10
demonstrating the enhanced injection achieved as a consequence of the broad distribution of energetic
states near the contact. C) UPS data of as-deposited ClInPc on ITO, focusing on the HOMO feature
which demonstrates the energetic distribution at full width half maximum of ca. 1 eV.
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illustrates both a means for, and experimental observation of, such gap states in
intrinsically pure materials. As initially created by Kera et al.,19 Figure 4.3A illustrates
how individual crystalline domains achieve different screening and polarization energies
depending on their morphology and orientation relative to each other and the underlying
electrode surface, and thus each sub-population can yield distinct ionization energy
profiles. The ensemble of the individual domains is often responsible for the significant
overall broadening observed; broadening which can facilitate the enhanced current
injection process as depicted in Figure 4.3B.10 Ultra-violet photoemission spectra (UPS)
obtained with as-deposited ClInPc films on ITO are presented in Figure 4.3C,
demonstrating the significant distribution of energetic states which makeup the HOMO
feature. These results demonstrate a full width half maximum of ~ 1 eV, which reflects a
density of states which exists well into the estimated transport gap for the organic
material.
The MIS-C Device- Isolation of a Single Electrode-Organic Semiconductor Contact
In order to characterize dark current contributions from a single electrode-organic
semiconductor contact, MIS-C devices composed of intact OPV device sub-structures as
illustrated in Figure 4.4, are employed. The MIS-C architecture employed in this work is
of the following composition: ITO-ClInPc(60 nm)-SiO2(100nm)-Al. We summarize the
fundamental aspects of MIS-C devices here, but note that these device structures are
utilized extensively by the microelectronics industry for process monitoring and
component characterization, and refer readers to a couple of key sources for more
comprehensive treatments of their operation.16,43
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Due to the electrically insulating nature of the SiO2 layer, no steady-state
conduction current exists in the MIS-C devices and only transient displacement current is
observed, Thus MIS-C devices are frequently characterized from the perspective of a
voltage and frequency dependent differential capacitance.16,43 Such characterization
frequently utilizes impedance spectroscopy, where a variable frequency sinusoidal
perturbation is applied on top of an adjustable DC bias and the complex impedance is
acquired as the ratio of the voltage and current response. From the acquired complex
impedance data, the apparent differential capacitance can be calculated as:
( )

{

( )

} (

)

where C (w) is the frequency dependent differential capacitance, w is the frequency in
rad-s-1, Re refers to the real component within the brackets, i is the imaginary unit, and Z
(w) is the measured complex impedance at a specific frequency.44

Capacitance-

frequency spectra provide a window into the internal mechanisms which determine the
electrical response of the system, and thus MIS-C structures and impedance spectroscopy
are extensively utilized by the semiconducting industry to monitor processing conditions
and deviations from ideality for the insulator, semiconductor, and contacts.16,17,43
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Figure 4.4: Planar heterojunction OPV architecture (A) and planar MIS-C architecture (B) utilized in this
work. Two systems for the OPV and MIS-C are compared in this work, denoted as solvent-annealed and
as-deposited. The solvent-annealed OPV consists of ITO (150 nm)-solvent annealed ClInPc (4 nm)-ClInPc
(16 nm)-C60 (40 nm)-BCP (10 nm)-Al (150 nm) and the as-deposited OPV consists of ITO (150 nm)ClInPc (20 nm)-C60 (40 nm)-BCP (10 nm)-Al (150 nm). The solvent-annealed MIS-C device consists of
ITO (150 nm)-solvent annealed ClInPc (4 nm)-ClInPc (56 nm)-SiO2 (100 nm)-Al (150 nm) and the asdeposited MIS-C device consists of ITO (150 nm)-ClInPc (60 nm)-SiO2 (100 nm)-Al (150 nm).
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In principle, the capacitance of an MIS-C structure can be approximated by a
parallel-plate capacitor model for stacked dielectrics:
(

)

where ε0 is permittivity of vacuum, εI is the insulating layer’s relative permittivity, εS is
the organic semiconducting layer’s relative permittivity, A is the geometric area of the
plates, and dI and dS are the thicknesses of the insulating layer and the organic
semiconducting layer respectively.16,17 When a “power supply” is used to establish a
difference in electrochemical potential of one electrode with respect to the other across an
MIS-C device, charge transfer occurs between the two electrodes through the power
supply. For an ideal parallel-plate capacitor, this charge transfer process yields an excess
charge density which exclusively resides on the surface of each of the electrodes, but this
confinement can be relaxed with MIS-C devices.16,17 For an MIS-C device, the metalinsulator interface (e.g. aluminum-SiO2 interface depicted in Figure 4.4) represents one
plate of the capacitor which can be assumed to remain at a fixed position, but the position
of the second plate can effectively vary in an MIS-C structure between the ITO-ClInPc
interface and the organic-SiO2 interface, reflecting lower and upper limits for the
capacitance respectively.
As illustrated in Figure 4.5, measured variations in the differential capacitance of
the as-deposited and solvent-annealed MIS-C devices provide information about the
electrode-organic semiconductor contact. We hypothesize that measuring differential
capacitance values larger than expected from the full geometric dimensions of the device
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Figure 4.5: A) Differential capacitance versus frequency spectra for SiO 2-only devices (black diamonds),
as-deposited MIS-C devices (red triangles), and solvent-annealed MIS-C devices (blue circles). These
spectra are in response to a 0.75 V bias (ITO with respect to aluminum). The three colored regions reflect
an approximate high frequency region (blue shaded), medium frequency region (red shaded), and low
frequency region (green shaded). B) A schematic showing the structure of the ITO-ClInPc-SiO2-Al MIS-C
devices used in this study, where the effective plate positions are highlighted in various colors
corresponding to the frequency regimes presented in (A), where lower frequency perturbations allow
charge density to exchange further in and out of the organic semiconducting layer and reflect smaller plate
separation (green region/plates) and in the high frequency regime (blue region/plates) where the excess
charge density is predominantly confined to the ITO-ClInPc interface.
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reflect the existence of leakage pathways induced or facilitated by the contact; pathways
which also exist in the OPV devices and facilitate excessive dark current. By modifying
the contact from as-deposited to solvent-annealed, we observe significant reductions in
both the differential capacitance in the MIS-C devices and in the reverse-bias dark
current in OPVs. We anticipate that MIS-C devices can be used more generally to
characterize and optimize a single contact in ways that extrapolate to enhanced
understanding of complete OPVs and provide guidance for contact optimization.
Results and Discussion
Impedance Spectroscopy of MIS-C Devices
As illustrated in Figure 4.4, MIS-C structures employed in this work eliminate
the donor-acceptor (ClInPc-C60) interface component and the cathode-acceptor (AlBCP/C60) contact component while preserving the ITO-ClInPc contact achieved for the
intact OPV, enabling study of charge injection and extraction at isolated ITO-ClInPc
contacts.

Differential capacitance-frequency spectra, obtained utilizing impedance

spectroscopy, for both as-deposited and solvent-annealed MIS-C devices are presented in
Figure 4.5, for a DC voltage bias of 0.75 V on the ITO with respect to the aluminum
electrode. These results demonstrate that modifications made exclusively to the ITOClInPc contact region in MIS-C devices which exhibit significant differences in their
differential capacitance spectra. Figure 4.5 also includes the differential capacitance
spectra of a control ITO-SiO2-Al only device.
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The ITO-SiO2-Al device exhibits a nearly constant differential capacitance of 4.2
nF over the frequency range 101-106 Hz as expected for a 100 nm thick parallel plate
capacitor employing SiO2 as the dielectric,17 and provides us with a relative permittivity
value for the SiO2 layer of 3.8 (εI = 3.8). This measured differential capacitance value
reflects the upper theoretical limit for the MIS-C devices which include the ClInPc
material, as can be rationalized from Equation 4-4 with the effective organic
semiconducting material thickness going to zero (dS = 0).
The lower limit for the measured MIS-C differential capacitance is obtained from
Equation 4-4 when the full geometric dimensions of the MIS-C structure are utilized (i.e.
when the spatially variable plate is assumed to be fixed at the ITO-ClInPc interface).
Utilizing impedance spectroscopy, this limit can be achieved in the high frequency
regime as demonstrated in Figure 4.5, where the differential capacitance for both the asdeposited and solvent-annealed MIS-C devices converge to a constant value of 2.3 nF. In
the high frequency limit, the ClInPc and SiO2 layers function as ideal dielectrics in the
parallel plate capacitor model of Equation 4-4. When the sinusoidal perturbation occurs
on short enough timescales, the excess charge density exchanged between the two
electrodes remains predominantly at the ITO-ClInPc interface. As a consequence of
finite rates for charge injection into and transport across the ClInPc layer (due to
thermodynamic and kinetic barriers), the periodic perturbation oscillates too quickly for
the excess charge density to migrate substantially into and out of the organic
semiconductor and yield a differential capacitance value larger than defined by the full
geometric capacitance. Utilizing a geometric area of 0.125 cm2 (A), an SiO2 insulating
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layer thickness of 100 nm (dI = 100 nm) with a relative permittivity value of 3.8 (εI =
3.8), an organic layer thickness of 60 nm (dS = 60 nm), and a capacitance of 2.3 nF (C),
Equation 4-4 can be rearranged to determine the relative permittivity of ClInPc films for
both as-deposited and solvent-annealed devices to be 3.1 (εS = 3.1).
The upper theoretical limit for the differential capacitance measured for an MIS-C
device can be obtained from Equation 4-4 as the apparent organic semiconductor
thickness (dS) goes to zero; and there exist physical means to reach this limit. One is to
fabricate the MIS-C structure minus the organic semiconductor layer as we demonstrated
previously (note that this structure is not an MIS capacitor, it is an ITO-SiO2-Al
capacitor). A second means for approaching this upper limit can be achieved in the low
frequency regime where finite charge injection barriers and the non-zero conductivity of
ClInPc films can facilitate this response. If pathways exist for charge transport between
the ITO-ClInPc interface and the ClInPc-SiO2 interface, when the perturbing oscillation
is sufficiently slow the excess charge density initially at the ITO-ClInPc interface can
transport across the ClInPc layer to the ClInPc-SiO2 interface, such that position of the
second plate effectively approaches the ClInPc-SiO2 interface.
As evident from Figure 4.5, to different extents, both the as-deposited and
solvent-annealed MIS-C devices reflect intermediate differential capacitance spectra. As
the applied perturbation frequency decreases, the measured differential capacitance for
both MIS-C devices increases, reflecting an effective reduction in plate separation and
physically corresponding to greater depth into the ClInPc layer that charge density is able
to be injected and extracted on the timescales of the applied perturbation. From Figure
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4.5 it is clear that while the solvent-annealed MIS-C maintains nearly ideal geometric
capacitance characteristics until the low frequency regime, the as-deposited MIS-C
allows charge density to exchange significantly into and out of the bulk material even in
the high frequency regime.
In this discussion, no comments have yet been made as to the source of pathways
supporting charge density exchange with the bulk which enable the observation of
differential capacitance values larger than that of the geometric structure. While transport
may occur through HOMO-/LUMO-transport levels, leakage pathways, or a combination
of the two, we conjecture here, that in this work, the means for charge transport through
the ClInPc layers are predominantly leakage pathways and not HOMO-/LUMO-transport
levels.
Best evidence for this conjecture is demonstrated in Figure 4.6, where it is shown
that the differential capacitance for the as-deposited MIS-C device is essentially invariant
to the magnitude, and even the polarity, of the applied DC bias. Similar invariance is
also observed for the solvent-annealed MIS-C devices for DC biases ranging -2 V to +2
V (not shown). The invariance to bias polarity essentially precludes injection into the
HOMO-/LUMO-transport levels of the ClInPc layer. Due to the asymmetric injection
barriers at the ITO-ClInPc interface, ca. 1 eV barrier for electron injection and ca. 0.4 eV
barrier for hole injection,45 observation of such symmetry in the differential capacitance
spectra is not expected if injection into the HOMO-/LUMO-transport levels is the means
for charge density being exchanged with the ClInPc layers. Such symmetry in responses
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Figure 4.6: Differential capacitance-frequency spectra for as-deposited MIS-C devices as the DC bias
ranges between -2V and +2V, demonstrating the invariance of the differential capacitance to polarity and
magnitude of the DC bias. Note: The slight variations in differential capacitance do not trend with applied
DC bias.
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is predicted by Dongaonkar et al. for charge exchange occurring through leakage
pathways, where they have hypothesized the leakage pathways observed in the reversebias regime for OPVs to have symmetric impacts in the forward-bias regime as well.3
Excluding HOMO-/LUMO-transport levels, leakage processes such as illustrated in
Figure 4.2 are potential facilitators of transport in the MIS-C devices, and we posit that
these same leakage processes facilitate excessive dark currents in fully integrated OPVs
as well.
In previous work we have demonstrated the ability to achieve various morphologies
and degrees of ordering utilizing dipolar phthalocyanines, and have studied the effects in
OPV devices.46-48 For the ClInPc donor molecule utilized in this work, modification of
as-deposited contacts to achieve solvent-annealed contacts utilizes previously optimized
solvent annealing and electrode pre-treatment processes.45,48 This previous work focused
on transformation from the phase-I monoclinic polymorph to the phase-II triclinic
polymorph which leads to red shifts in the Q-band part of the absorbance spectra and
significantly impacts OPV device performance.45,48 We hypothesize that by solvent
annealing the ITO-ClInPc contact, in addition to achieving the phase-I to phase-II
polymorph transformation, the annealing process facilitates a longer range ordering at the
contact. As previously established, long range ordering in dipolar solids functions to
narrow the distribution of the energetic states.10 For example, it has been shown that
upon deposition of dipolar tris(8-hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq3) on various metal
electrodes, a broad distribution in the energetic states arises which very much depends on
the disorder at the organic-metal contact.10 In disordered films, the predominantly
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disoriented molecular dipoles induce a wide distribution in energetic states which tails
deep into the transport gap. Such tail states facilitate charge injection from the metal
electrode as well as providing shunt pathways for charge to flow through.10
In addition to the as-deposited and solvent-annealed systems, which were the two
systems predominantly studied and compared in this work, a third system utilizing a
pentafluorobenzylphosphonic acid (F5BPA) self-assembled monolayer (SAM), adsorbed
onto the ITO electrode surface with as deposited ClInPc subsequently deposited on top,
was also characterized. The dipolar F5BPA is attractive for its ability alter the surface
potential of an electrode in a means which typically increases the work function by ca.
0.4 eV; yielding a work function of 5.1 eV when adsorbed onto an ITO electrode.22,45
Figure 4.7 demonstrates both the dark current voltage response for a planar
heterojunction OPV device (Figure 4.7A) and the differential capacitance for an MIS-C
device (Figure 4.7B) utilizing an F5BPA modified ITO electrode.
Interestingly, while OPV devices utilizing F5BPA-modified electrodes exhibit the
largest reverse-bias dark currents of the three systems, which we have conjectured to be
predominantly due to the ensemble of non-ideal leakage processes existing within the
system, the measured differential capacitance for the F5BPA-modified MIS-C devices do
not reflect the most leakage. As demonstrated in Figure 4.7B, the measured differential
capacitance falls in between that of the as-deposited and solvent-annealed systems.
We hypothesize that these results imply that the F5BPA-modified electrodes
facilitate formation of pinholes and/or percolation networks of the subsequently deposited
electron acceptor material in the OPV devices. For the OPV devices studied here, this
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implies the formation of fullerene shunt pathways connecting the two electrodes, and thus
facilitating the observed excessive dark currents. The electrical impacts of such shunt
pathways are not observed in the MIS-C devices, where instead of depositing C60 on top
of the ClInPc layer, in insulating SiO2 layer is deposited. Due to the insulating nature of
the SiO2, neither percolation networks nor penetration into pinholes would lead to
conductive pathways as is possible with C60. We emphasize that this hypothesis is only
preliminary and necessitates further investigation.
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Figure 4.7: OPV dark j-V responses (A) and MIS-C differential capacitance spectra (B) utilizing an
F5BPA self-assembled monolayer on ITO surface, with as deposited ClInPc deposited on top. The asdeposited and solvent-annealed systems are included for comparison purposes.
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Transient Voltage Step Response of MIS-C Devices
In addition to impedance spectroscopy, we also utilized transient voltage step
responses to characterize the ITO-ClInPc contact in MIS-C devices. Typical transient
responses obtained utilizing both the as-deposited and solvent-annealed MIS-C devices
are presented in Figure 4.8, as well as the transient response of a discrete 2.3 nF ceramic
capacitor for reference. Consistent with the impedance characterization and supporting
our hypothesis that charge transport is occurring through leakage states in lieu of HOMO/LUMO-transport levels, Figure 4.9 demonstrates the invariance of the transient
responses to both the polarity and magnitude of the applied DC bias ranging between -2
V and +2 V, measured at the ITO electrode with respect to the aluminum electrode.
These transient results correspond to step edges which increase the magnitude of the
voltage difference applied across the MIS-C device, i.e. they reflect the response of the
step from 0.95 V to 1.05 V for a DC bias of 1.0 V and the step from -0.95 V to -1.05 V
for a DC bias of -1.0 V. An important aspect of these transient responses is the distinct
behavior of the as-deposited versus the solvent-annealed MIS-C devices even at the short
timescales of these experiments, on the order of 10 us. While the solvent-annealed device
appears to behave similarly to the discrete 2.3 nF capacitor, as expected by the geometry
of the device and at such timescales, the transient response of the as-deposited device
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Figure 4.8: Transient voltage step-responses for as-deposited MIS-C devices (red), solvent-annealed MISC devices (blue), and a discrete 2.3 nF capacitor (grey) at 0.75 V DC (ITO with respect to aluminum). The
left-axis demonstrates the current response of the system and the right-axis is the integral of the current
response, the total charge exchanged between the two electrodes. The inset illustrates that the as-deposited
ITO-ClInPc contact facilitates charge to penetrate further into the ClInPc layer of the MIS-C device than
the solvent-annealed ITO-ClInPc contact.
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Figure 4.9: Transient voltage step-responses for as-deposited MIS-C devices as the DC bias ranges
between -2V and +2V, demonstrating the invariance of the transient response to polarity and magnitude of
the DC bias. The left-axis demonstrates the current response of the system and the right-axis is the integral
of the current response, the total charge exchanged between the two electrodes. Note: The slight variations
in transient responses do not trend with applied DC bias.
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reflects an exchange of ca. 40% more charge between the two electrodes. Since this
quantity of charge cannot be supported at the electrodes for the geometry of the device
and applied voltage step, it is evident that leakage processes in the as-deposited MIS-C
device are still accessible at these short timescales.
While the transient response of the solvent-annealed MIS-C devices agrees with
the high frequency impedance response, the transient response of the as-deposited MIS-C
devices does not agree well. For a voltage step of 100 mV as utilized in this work, the
magnitude of the exchanged charge density for the as-deposited MIS-C devices
corresponds to a capacitance of ca. 3.3 nF, significantly larger than the high frequency
value of 2.3 nF obtained utilizing impedance spectroscopy. While currently we do not
fully account for this incongruity between the impedance and transient response, we
believe that this discrepancy is a consequence of inherent differences in the
methodologies of the two techniques. Our impedance measurements only record the
first-order (linear) response of the system. Any asymmetry in charge transfer rates
through the ITO-ClInPc contact, or transport through the ClInPc material, is effectively
averaged over and all higher order effects are neglected in our measurements.

In

contrast, our transient analysis captures the response of both the rising and falling step
edges individually, and thus any asymmetry in the rising or falling step response is
directly observed. While the transient response for the solvent-annealed MIS-C devices
are symmetric for both rising and falling step edges, the characteristic response of the asdeposited devices exhibit asymmetry as demonstrated in Figure 4.10; where a DC bias of
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Figure 4.10: Transient voltage step-response for rising and falling edge of as-deposited MIS-C devices
(black broken and red solid respectively) and solvent-annealed MIS-C devices (grey broken and blue solid
respectively) at 0.75 V DC (ITO with respect to aluminum), demonstrating the symmetry for both edges
for the solvent-annealed device and asymmetry for the as-deposited device. Note that the rise and fall
responses for the solvent-annealed MIS-C devices are indistinguishable in the figure.
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0.75 V is applied to the ITO electrode with respect to the aluminum electrode, the rising
edge response refers to the voltage across the devices being stepped from 0.70 V to 0.80
V, and the falling edge response refers to the voltage across the devices being stepped
from 0.80 V to 0.70 V. We first note that that this perceived discrepancy in charge
density exchanged for the rising and falling edge responses of the as-deposited MIS-C
devices, is not violating conservation of charge, but reflecting an asymmetry in the
injection and collection rates and limited by our data acquisition system; it takes a few
hundred microseconds to extract all the charge back out of the system which is longer
than we can acquire data at resolutions necessary to observe this effect. We hypothesize
that this effect is a consequence of injected holes relaxing into deep traps or gap-states,
thus requiring long timescales for the complete reverse process (i.e. hole collection) to
complete. This asymmetry is not observed with the solvent-annealed devices, thus
providing further evidence that the as-deposited systems are highly disordered and
possesses significantly deeper gap-states than the solvent-annealed systems.
In addition, we characterized the MIS-C devices with larger voltage stepamplitudes.

Figure 4.11 demonstrates the apparent capacitance calculated (i.e.

integration of the total charge exchanged between the two electrodes in the first 100 us
after the step, assuming a parallel plate capacitor model) as a function of voltage stepamplitude. These results are for a solvent-annealed MIS-C device, with a DC bias of 0.0
V applied, and all voltages reflect the ITO electrode with respect to the aluminum
electrode. Our waveform generator was limited to +/- 10 V amplitude steps, and thus set
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Figure 4.11: Apparent capacitance measured for solvent-annealed MIS-C devices as a function of the
voltage step-amplitude with a 0.0 V bias (bias and step voltages measured at the ITO with respect to
aluminum). Where we conjecture the increases in apparent capacitance reflect the regime where there
exists sufficient driving force for charge density to be injected from the ITO electrode into the ClInPc
semiconducting layers.
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the limits for our measurement range.

As evident from Figure 4.11, the apparent

capacitance remains constant at ca. 2.3 nF until positive step-amplitudes of ca. +7.0 V or
negative step-amplitudes of ca. -8.0 V, where the apparent capacitance begins to increase.
We conjecture that this reflects the regime where there is a large enough driving force
applied such that the ITO electrode is able to inject charge density directly into the
transport levels of the ClInPc organic-semiconducting layer, enabling the apparent
capacitance values to approach the upper theoretical limits for the MIS-C device even at
short timescales.
OPV Device Characterization
As illustrated in Figure 4.4, planar heterojunction OPV devices were also
fabricated, employing both as-deposited and solvent-annealed contacts. Other than
modifications made exclusively to the ITO-ClInPc contact, the OPV devices were
fabricated identically and as described in the Experimental section. Both the light and
dark current-voltage response for the OPV devices are demonstrated in Figure 4.12,
where the key parameters for the solvent-annealed and as-deposited devices are
respectively, power conversion efficiency: 2.8 % versus 2.5 %, fill-factor: 53 % versus 51
%, open-circuit voltage: 0.69 V versus 0.76 V, and short-circuit current density: 7.89
mA-cm-2 versus 6.28 mA-cm-2, reflecting a relative improvement in power conversion
efficiency of 12%.
As a consequence of modifying the as-deposited contact in MIS-C devices in
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order to achieve the solvent-annealed contact, a significant reduction in the differential
capacitance is achieved.

We hypothesize that this physically reflects mitigation of

leakage pathways inherent to, or facilitated by the as-deposited ITO-ClInPc contact.
Implementing this contact modification in the full OPV yielded a reduction in the
reverse-bias dark current density of ca. one order of magnitude at -1 V (10-3 mA-cm-2
versus 10-2 mA-cm-2) as illustrated in Figure 4.12A and expanded in Figure 4.12B.
While we can conclude that the modification from as-deposited to solventannealed contacts facilitates a decrease in the reverse-bias dark current in OPV devices,
we cannot conclude that this reduction in dark current alone justifies the entire
improvement observed in the power conversion efficiency.

We restricted our

modifications to only the first ca. five monolayers of deposited ClInPc with the desire to
only modify electrical properties at the contact, but we also observe optical modifications
as well. The incident photon conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra of both the asdeposited and solvent-annealed OPV devices are presented in Figure 4.13, where the
solvent-annealed device demonstrates photocurrent at longer wavelengths than the asdeposited device. We acknowledge that this improvement in near-IR absorption and
generation of photocurrent can be enlisted as source contribution for the improved device
performance, Figure 4.13 also demonstrates enhanced IPCE at all other wavelengths as
well. This overall enhancement is evidence for the improvement in power conversion
efficiency resulting from transport enhancements due to the contact modification.
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Figure 4.13: IPCE spectra for as-deposited (red) and mixed-phase (blue) OPV devices demonstrating
enhanced efficiency by the mixed-phase device at all wavelengths and extending into the near-infrared.
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UV-Vis Characterization
To further investigate the effect of solvent annealing the first few monolayers of
ClInPc on ITO, we utilize UV-Vis spectroscopy to observe spectral differences between
as-deposited and solvent-annealed systems. Figure 4.14A demonstrates the compilation
of our UV-Vis spectroscopic characterization, with exploded views presented in Figures
4.14B,C. The absorbance profiles for both a 4 nm thick as-deposited ClInPc film is
demonstrated (green in Figure 4.14B) as well as the same film after solvent annealing
(purple in Figure 4.14B), where the spectra are characteristic for ClInPc as previously
discussed, where the as-deposited films demonstrate a peak absorbance at 740 nm (often
assigned as a phase-I polymorph absorption) and the solvent annealed films demonstrate
a peak absorbance at 806 nm (often assigned as a phase-II polymorph absorption).45,49
Figure 4.14C demonstrates the absorbance profiles for a 20 nm thick film of as-deposited
ClInPc (red in Figure 4.14C), a 20 nm thick film of ClInPc which has been completely
solvent annealed (black in Figure 4.14C), and a 16 nm thick film of as-deposited ClInPc
which has been deposited onto a 4 nm thick film of solvent annealed ClInPc, this final
system reflecting the solvent-annealed devices studied in this work (blue in Figure 4.14
C).
We show in Figure 4.14C that when additional ClInPc is deposited onto 4 nm of
solvent annealed ClInPc (i.e. solvent-annealed like system, blue trace in Figure 4.14C),
the spectra demonstrates the characteristics of an admixture of the two phases. Due to
solvent-annealed system being composed primarily of as-deposited ClInPc, we would
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Figure 4.14: A) Compilation of UV-Vis spectra of ClInPc films on ITO electrodes. B) Exploded view of
absorbance profile in A) for 4 nm film of as-deposited ClInPc (green) and solvent annealed 4 nm film of
ClInPc. C) Exploded view of absorbance profile in A) for 20 nm film of as-deposited ClInPc (red), 20 nm
of solvent annealed ClInPc (black) and a film reflecting the solvent-annealed systems studied in this work
composed of 16 nm of as-deposited ClInPc on 4 nm of solvent annealed ClInPc
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thus expect to predominantly observe the signature of the phase-I absorbance. This
contrasts what is observed, where the absorbance at 806 nm is significantly enhanced by
the addition of the as-deposited ClInPc, and we conjecture that templating of the asdeposited film must be induced by the underlying 4 nm of solvent annealed ClInPc. The
observed templating effect suggests that when the first deposited ClInPc molecules land
on the surface of the phase-II film, the intermolecular interactions cause the deposited
ClInPc to adopt a similar packing structure to that of the phase-II polymorph.
Previous work has shown that phase transformation from the phase-I polymorph
to the phase-II polymorph is accompanied by longer range ordering as well. Ye et al.
utilized used x-ray diffraction and atomic force microscopy to study the characteristic
crystal grain sizes for the different polymorphs of TiOPc, finding that transformation to
the phase-II polymorph yielded increases in grain size and increases in the mobility by
two orders of magnitude, measured in field effect transistors.50 Such findings support our
hypothesis that in addition to achieving the phase-I to phase-II transformation, the solvent
annealing process yields a system with longer range ordering and thus fewer deep tail
states to support leakage currents.
Conclusions
In this work we have demonstrated a general approach for utilizing MIS-C
devices to effectively enable in situ characterization and modification of macroscopic
charge transport processes at a single interface in an OPV device.

Leakage processes,

which can be induced or enhanced at interfaces and contacts, contribute to excessive dark
current in OPVs and are deleterious to the power conversion efficiency. Modifications
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made exclusively to the ITO-ClInPc contact in MIS-C devices resulted in significant
reductions in the measured differential capacitance values, which we hypothesize
corresponds to a reduction in contact induced leakage pathways. Upon implementing the
modified contacts in OPVs, we indeed observed a reduction in the reverse-bias dark
current density was reduced by ca. one order of magnitude, consequently yielding OPVs
with a 12 % relative improvement in power conversion efficiency.
Experimental
Chemicals: C60, and ClInPc (Mer Corp, Aldrich) were triply sublimed,
bathocuproine (BCP, Aldrich) was sublimed twice and SiO2 was used as received
(Lesker, 99.99%) All molecules were thoroughly degassed in the vacuum system prior to
use. Aluminum top contacts (Alfa Aesar) were deposited with 99.999% rated material.
Substrate Preparation: The ITO (Colorado Concept Coating LLC) coating was
150 nm thick with a sheet resistance of 15 Ω-sq-1 (four-point probe). 1-in. by 1-in.
substrates were cleaned by: (1.) washing with deionized water and scrubbing with 10%
Triton X-100 aqueous solution; (2.) sonicating in 10% Triton X-100 aqueous solution for
15 minutes; (3.) rinsing and scrubbing with Nanopure (18 MΩ) water; (4.) sonicating in
Nanopure water for 15 minutes; (5.) rinsing and scrubbing in 100% ethanol; and (6.)
sonicating in absolute ethanol for 15 minutes. This six-step treatment protocol leads to
what we term DSC-ITO surfaces.49,50
For ITO substrates used for OPVs and MIS-C devices, 1 in. by 1 in. sections were
rinsed with absolute ethanol and then patterned with S1813 positive photoresist (Rohm
and Haas), followed by exposure, development, etching, and removal of the photoresist to
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create the necessary patterns to prepare OPVs with an active area of 0.125 cm2. Each
patterned ITO substrate was etched using ferric chloride (10 mM) in concentrated HCl at
90 °C for approximately 15 seconds. Upon removal of the photoresist the substrates were
cleaned using the six-step procedure described above, and stored in absolute ethanol.
Prior to introduction to the vacuum systems, DSC-ITO substrates were removed from the
ethanol solution and dried under a stream of nitrogen. Some DSC-ITO substrates were
activated in a plasma generator (Harrick PDC-32G) in dry air at approximately 0.4 Torr,
with etching for 10 minutes in air to produce AP-ITO substrates respectively.
Device Fabrication: A custom high vacuum deposition system was used to
prepare the various OPV and MIS-C devices used in this study, as described
previously.47,48,51 All molecules used for vacuum deposition were loaded into a Knudsentype cell and deposited through shadow masks at equal to or less than 9  10-7 Torr. Thin
films were deposited at a rate of approximately 1 Å-sec-1, measured with a 6 MHz quartz
crystal microbalance (Tangydine) and a frequency monitor (Inficon, Qpod). Solvent
annealing of the ClInPc thin films were carried out by placing the films face up in closed
containers (Nalgene 4 oz, 125 mL polypropylene) containing saturated chloroform vapor
for 3 hours. Aluminum top contacts were deposited using thermal evaporation, and
measured with a 6 MHz quartz crystal microbalance (Tangydine) and a frequency
monitor (Inficon, Qpod).
SiO2 insulating layers were deposited directly onto ClInPc films using an electron
beam evaporator (e-beam, MDC Mighty source 5kW supply). A FABMATE crucible
was filled with SiO2 and evaporated at emission currents between 11-15mA and rates ≤
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0.3 Å-sec-1where the accelerating voltage was maintained such that the beam was
centered in the 4 cm3 pocket. A sweep controller (MDC, 3 kW sweep controller) was
used to maintain even source evaporation onto the substrate. The e-beam temperature was
maintained at 14 °C throughout the depositions.
MIS-C device structures had the configuration: ITO (150 nm) – ClInPc (60 nm) –
SiO2 (100 nm) – Al (150 nm), as confirmed via atomic force microscopy for each layer.
The two variations of devices fabricated and discussed in this work are referred to as
solvent-annealed and as-deposited.

For the solvent-annealed MIS-C devices, the

deposition of ClInPc was paused after the first 4 nm and solvent annealed in a nitrogenfilled glove box for 3 hours before it was returned to the vacuum system for the
remaining 56 nm of ClInPc to be deposited. For the as-deposited MIS-C devices, the
entire 60 nm of ClInPc was deposited onto the ITO substrate and was not further
modified.
As previously described,45,47,51 planar heterojunction OPV device structures had
the configuration: ITO (150 nm) – ClInPc (20 nm) – C60 (40 nm) – BCP (10 nm) - Al
(150 nm), as confirmed via atomic force microscopy for each layer. For the solventannealed OPV devices, the deposition of ClInPc was paused after the first 4 nm and
solvent annealed in a nitrogen-filled glove box for 3 hours before it was returned to the
vacuum system for the remaining 16 nm of ClInPc to be deposited. For the as-deposited
OPV devices, the entire 20 nm of ClInPc was deposited onto the ITO substrate and was
not further modified.
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Electrical Characterization: For characterization of the electrical properties of
the OPVs, a custom made current-voltage (J-V) system was used to measure six devices
per substrate. The device area used for all J-V curves was 0.125 cm2. J-V measurements
were performed in a nitrogen filled glove-box (Mbraun Labmaster) where water and
oxygen levels were below 0.1 ppm. A current controlled, 300 W Xenon arc lamp
(Newport) was used as the light source. The beam path from the source to the sample was
filtered using an AM 1.5 filter (Melles Griot) to simulate the solar spectrum. The filtered
light was then optically diffused using an engineered diffuser with an output of 40
degrees (Newport). The power density at the surface of the devices was tuned with a flatresponse thermopile (Newport) and cross checked with a calibrated silicon photodiode
(Newport – Model 818-SL with OD3 Attenuator) to achieve 100 mW-cm-2. The potential
applied to the device was swept using a source/meter (Keithley 2400) and in-house
software (National Instruments Labview 8.2). The potential was swept from -1.50 V to
+1.50 V using 5.00 mV steps, starting from negative potential measured from the ITO
with respect to the aluminum.
Impedance spectroscopy was performed on the MIS-C devices utilizing an SI
1260 impedance analyzer (Solartron Analytical). The analyzer was controlled via the
SMaRT software tool. Sinusoidal amplitudes of 50 mV were applied to the devices
under test. The transient step-response analysis of the MIS-C devices was performed
utilizing a combination arbitrary waveform generator and 2-channel oscilloscope
(Acquitek HS5) and controlled via vendor-supplied software (TiePie Engineering). A
current-sense amplifier (Maxim) was employed and configured with a 100 Ohm sense
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resistor in order to convert the transient currents into a voltage read by the oscilloscope.
For both impedance spectroscopy and step-response analysis, the MIS-C devices were
enclosed inside of a home-built, sealed test fixture in order to bring the devices out of the
glove box and perform the AC characterization utilizing cables less than 12 inches in
length to mitigate parasitic effects.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Recognizing myself as a beneficiary of many previous Armstrong research group
members who established and developed the foundations from which my own work
arose, I thus intend this chapter to suggest future work for researchers seeking to continue
these areas of research. As I have been fortunate to be able to stand on the shoulders of
many previous scientists and utilize their collective experience, it is my hope that the
work presented here will function similarly and enable and enhance future endeavors of
others. It is this type of collective growth that will enable organic-based solar energy
conversion systems to achieve their potential.
The fundamental aims of this dissertation are to enhance the level of
understanding of the critical and complex roles of electrodes and electrode contacts in
OPVs and provide design guidelines for effective implementation of electrodes and
electrode contacts in OPVs. Consistently focusing on aspects of ITO electrodes and ITO
dependent contacts, the body of this dissertation is the result of three individual, but
related, projects; each project presented as a separate chapter (Chapters 2,3, and 4) of this
dissertation.
Extending previous work performed within the Armstrong group, Chapter 2
describes a modeling/simulation which quantifies the impacts of electrical surface
heterogeneity of electrodes on OPV performance.

Previous studies utilizing

electrochemical1-4 and conductive-probe atomic force microscopy methods5,6 have
established that ITO surfaces exhibit significant electrical surface heterogeneity (i.e.
surfaces consisting of varying percentages and domain sizes of electrically active and
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inactive regions). Various ITO surface modifications such as acid-base

1,5

and plasma

treatments,2,5,7 use of self-assembled monolayers/interlayers,8-13 and other surface
chemistry protocols have been studied and developed in attempts to both activate and
homogenize the electrical behavior of the ITO surface. OPV devices fabricated utilizing
the various ITO surface treatments demonstrated that such modifications, exclusively
confined to the surface of the ITO electrode, had significant consequences for the
performance of the entire OPV device.1,14-16 This work was pioneering in that a majority
of OPV research to this point had focused exclusively on bulk properties of the
photoactive materials, assuming the electrodes and contacts to be trivial and not to
contribute significantly to overall device performance.

In order to expand upon this

extensive collection of empirical evidence, a kinetic Monte Carlo OPV model was
implemented which specifically utilized experimentally derived parameters for modeling
the electrodes and photoactive materials and is the basis for Chapter 2.17
The next development for this project should be the inclusion of forward-bias
charge injection in the simulation model. For simplicity, the initial modeling work
utilized operating biases and electrode contact properties such that forward-bias injection
currents were negligible, and thus the simulation solely focused on the impact that
electrode heterogeneity had on the charge collection process. While models for ideal
thermionic emission and tunneling mechanisms are established which can describe
charge injection processes, empirically observed non-ideal and excessive injection, as a
consequence of leakage pathways (i.e. gap states) and tail states induced at electrodeorganic contacts,18 are not well understood and necessitate further understanding. Since
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these excessive injection currents originate from interfacial charge transfer processes,
surface scientists possess a unique perspective and toolset for studying these processes.
Such investigation would facilitate the development of improved models which would
utilize realistic parameters and be able to accurately account for the parasitic dark current
in observed in OPV devices as well as enable optimization and understanding of contact
modifications.
Another outcome of this modeling work that may be explored further is in
response to the “fast paths” observed, and illustrated in Figure 2.13. The so called fast
paths reflect a small number of charge transport pathways existing across the bulk of the
OPV material that were observed to carry a disproportionately large fraction of the total
photocurrent in the simulated devices. In this modeling work, the fast paths were a
statistical manifestation of the randomly assigned energies drawn from a Gaussian
distribution and assigned to the discrete molecules composing the simulation model, but
both experimental and theoretical works have posited such Gaussian distributions of
energetic states to exist. Other modeling work has also hypothesized this same behavior
utilizing a correlated energetic disorder model.19 This fast path behavior is intriguing in
that it questions the entire relevance of assigning bulk mobility values to amorphous
organic semiconductors. It is possible that bulk mobility values measured for an organic
semiconductor could either be due to the typically assumed homogeneous average
hopping rates, or due to transport occurring at much higher rates microscopically, but
only a small fraction of the material able to support it. If fast paths are indeed the
predominant means of transport in organic semiconductors, a paradigmatic shift in
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approaching the problem of charge collection for OPVs would ensue; where identifying
fast paths and insuring that they terminate near electrically active electrode sites would
become critical for optimizing the charge collection in OPVs.
Recognizing that electrical surface heterogeneity is, and will likely remain, a
ubiquitous trait of transparent electrodes utilized in OPVs, electrode modifications with
interlayer materials are essential for OPVs to achieve sufficient power conversion
efficiencies.

One of the most significant outcomes of this modeling work was

demonstration of ideal interlayers to almost completely mitigate the negative impacts of
practically any degree of electrode surface heterogeneity. As concluded by this modeling
study, as OPV device efficiencies achieve power conversion efficiency values greater
than 10%, the extent of heterogeneity characteristic of typical transparent electrodes will
be a limiting factor in the obtained power conversion efficiency of the full device. Thus
as efficiencies improve, the use of interlayers, which provide rapid lateral transport
pathways such that photogenerated charges can find facile entry into the bulk of the
electrodes, will allow OPVs to function efficiently even while possessing electrically
heterogeneous electrodes.
Having established the critical role of interlayers, the primary goal of the work
performed for Chapter 3 was to develop sufficient interlayer functionality utilizing
electrochemically grown and doped conductive polymers. Previous work in the group
established electrochemical protocols, utilizing various thiophene derivatives, for
attaining conductive polymer interlayers which utilized the sparse electrically active ITO
surface sites to electrochemically induce nucleation and growth of polymer from.
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3,4,7,11,12,20

The individual growth sites eventually overlap, ideally yielding a

homogeneous conductive interlayer which can effectively funnel charges into the sparse
electrically active sites of the electrode. Previous work additionally demonstrated that
the protocols developed facilitate controlled growth and doping processes such that work
function and conductivity values can be precisely tuned over significant ranges.4,11,12
In OPVs, use of electrochemically grown and doped conductive polymer
interlayers is in a state of infancy. Recalling that organic-based PVs are primarily being
pursued for their potential as lower cost options as solar energy conversion systems, the
processing conditions typical for conductive polymer interlayers are ideally suited for
successfully reaching this goal. While the results of Chapter 3 clearly demonstrated the
potential for conductive polymer interlayers in OPVs, they also clearly demonstrated that
no single conductive polymer species will provide optimal compatibility within all OPV
systems and will likely require tailoring for each specific photoactive material set
selected.

As the OPV community eventually converges upon an architecture and

photoactive material set, an interlayer which will facilitate the photoactive materials to
function to their full potential will be required, and those that have experience utilizing
conductive polymer interlayers will be in a good position to contribute.
In addition to exploring different monomer and counter ions in order to tune work
function values of the attained conductive polymer interlayers, future work may explore
the impact of interlayer film density.

Polymerization conditions (e.g. solvent,

polymerization potential, counterion) can significantly impact the density of
electrochemically polymerized films, and the author hypothesizes that achieving
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significantly denser films could mitigate the negative consequences observed by Fermilevel pinning with the e-P3HT interlayers as presented in Chapter 3. While de-doping
will still occur at e-P3HT interfaces in response to differences in electrochemical
potentials, fabricating films with enhanced densities could yield films with enhanced
carrier densities. Thus Fermi-level pinning would still yield depletion regions, but with
widths narrow enough to still facilitate transport.
The work performed for Chapter 4 explored the role of electrodes and contacts in
facilitating excessive dark current in OPVs. Metal-insulator-semiconductor capacitor
(MIS-C) devices were utilized in this work to isolate the contributions to the total dark
current of a fully integrated OPV by a single interface. This methodology potentially
enables each individual interface within an OPV to be characterized and optimized in
isolation, but by a means such that modifications can be readily preserved upon
integration. Again, studies performed by both current and previous Armstrong group
members established the foundation for which the work presented here expanded upon.1416,21-24

It has been observed that different ITO surface pre-treatments can be employed to

control the orientation, crystallinity, and morphology of the subsequently deposited small
molecule films, and observed to yield significant deviations in device performance as
well.
Dipolar phthalocyanines represent a class of donor small molecules which have
been demonstrated to yield film morphologies that are especially sensitive to the pretreatment of the underlying ITO surface.14-16 Utilizing protocols previously established
for controlling film morphology and orientation at the ITO surface,14-16

dipolar
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phthalocyanine films were employed as model systems for the methodology development
presented in Chapter 4. In essence, Chapter 4 summarized an initial effort at employing
MIS-C structures to characterize the impact of modifications made at a single
contact/interface within an OPV device. This initial work utilized films composed of the
dipolar phthalocyanine, ClInPc, in order to achieve controllably variable contacts.
Chapter 4 demonstrated the technique to possess sufficient sensitivity to observe even
minor contact variations, and thus is promising for future work.
Future work may apply this methodology to more in vogue OPV material sets,
interlayers, and electrodes.

Electrical characterization of semiconducting materials

requires electrodes and contacts.

Isolating the net electrical response to the

semiconducting material alone typically requires a precise understanding of at least one
of the electrical contacts. Typically, one of the contacts is assumed to be an Ohmic
contact, which is desirable but not readily achieved with organic semiconductors. Thus
utilizing a perfectly blocked electrode is an alternative which also provides a precise
contact behavior. Such MIS-C devices should enable thorough electrical characterization
(e.g. Mott-Schottky analysis) of various metal oxide interlayers of interest to the OPV
community and by means which are OPV relevant.
To conclude, the underpinning theme of this work is a necessity for achieving
uniformity and homogeneity in OPV contacts, and the use of chemistry to achieve it. It is
the chemistry that occurs at electrode surfaces which determines critical behavior of the
electrode; the degree of electrical activity of the surface, the work function, wettability,
etc. Additionally, intrinsic molecular properties, such as a dipole moment or redox
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potential, and intermolecular interactions which exist within the organic semiconducting
materials must be understood and utilized in order

to achieve sufficient contacts;

contacts demonstrating long-range order, high charge mobility rates, and sufficient
electronic coupling between the bulk of the electrode and that of the photoactive
materials. The lasting impact of this work, in addition to proving negative consequences
in OPV performance in response to heterogeneity at contacts, is also the demonstration of
means and suggestions for overcoming various forms of heterogeneity, and presentation
of techniques for directly characterizing it.
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